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WELLBEING & PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

You Need To Exist
A book to love and destroy

Yungblud

An interactive creative journal exclusively written and
illustrated by Yungblud (global cult following of 12+
mil). Wreck This Journal meets Burn After Writing and
The Artist's Way from the 'voice of Gen Z'.

Find your truth and express yourself with a book that
is made to be destroyed. 

Packed with never-before-seen art and creative
prompts, this book is a rallying cry to experiment,
express yourself and never compromise on who you
are.

Find strength in the things that bring you joy, with
challenges that will have you creating, ripping,
drawing, burning and sending pages out into the
world. With incisive questions that will push you to
reflect on your deepest thoughts and feelings. Find
your voice, face your fears and embrace the ethos of
Yungblud.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Samantha Crisp
Pub Date: 15 August 2024
160 Pages • 221 x 142

Rights Sold: 
 Dutch (Unieboek Het Spectrum)

French (Hachette Livre)
 Polish (JK Wydawnictwo Anna Rogala

spólka jawna)
 Portuguese (LeYA, Lua de Papel)

 US & Canada (Chronicle Books)

Born in Yorkshire, England, Yungblud (@yungblud), aka Dominic Harrison, is known for
voicing the major concerns of his generation. His breakneck voyage has seen him become the
voice of Gen-Z, using his music to unite and empower the youth of today. A creative
phenomenon with two No.1 albums and a global audience, he has turned his hand to
everything from producing short films, directing music videos, and collaborating with a
plethora of diverse artists. Yungblud now has over 8 million monthly listeners on Spotify and
over 3 billion global streams.

https://www.instagram.com/yungblud/
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The Art of Danish Living
How to Find Happiness In and Out of Work

Meik Wiking
A beautiful, research-backed guide with
illustrations, photography and inspiration for
how to live and work like the happiest people in
the world.

It is well known that Denmark is one of the happiest
nations in the world, and this is true in the
workplace, too. Almost two thirds of Danes report a
high level of job satisfaction and 58% would carry on
working even if they no longer needed to. They even
have a word that means 'happiness at work' -
arbejdsglæde - and yet, the rest of the world are
struggling with a burnout epidemic, so where are we
going wrong?

Based on a new study from The Happiness Research
Institute in Copenhagen, Meik reveals exactly that.
He suggests a more holistic approach to life and work
complete with simple tips, such as: creating a ‘smile
file’ of moments where you've made a difference, or
'job-crafting' by finding the tasks that bring you the
most joy and amplifying them. Meik's latest
masterpiece provides inspiration and simple tools we
all need to reduce stress, increase our sense of
purpose, and live the Danish way.

Imprint:  Penguin Life
Editor: Amy McWalters
Pub Date: 29 August 2024
256 Pages • 190 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 Croatian (Mozaik Knjiga)

 French (Editions Leduc)
 German (MVG Verlag)

 Spanish (Planeta Spain)
 Ukranian (Family Leisure Club)

 US & Canada (Harry N Abrams Inc)

Meik Wiking (@meikwiking) founded the world's first Happiness Research Institute in 2013, in
Copenhagen, Denmark and is a New York Times and Sunday Times best-selling author. Meik has
been called “The Indiana Jones of Smiles” and “probably the World's Happiest Man” by The
Times. He is the author of four globally best-selling books which have sold over 2 million
copies worldwide: The Little Book of Hygge, The Little Book of Lykke, The Art of Making Memories
and My Hygge Home.

Also by Meik Wiking: 

The Little Book of Hygge 

The Little Book of Lykke

My Hygge Home

https://www.instagram.com/meikwiking/
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Dopamine Décor
Your Colourful Interior Design Handbook

Kate Rose Morgan
Find your colour confidence and create a home
that makes you happy with Instagram's favourite
colourful homemaker.

Find your colourful, joyful home style: discover your
comfort colours, understand the golden rules that
make multicoloured rooms eye-catching and calming,
create a home that makes your heart sing.

Be bright, be bold, be you: If you're accidentally Wes
Anderson, wistful for Wonderland, longing to wake
up in Oz... checklists, creative challenges and
flowcharts will take you from blank canvas to
bespoke, vibrant masterpiece.

Learn what lights you up: with over 150 inspirational
photos of colourful homes from all over the world.

Essential bright, bold ideas for every room: Kate
transformed her home on budget, doing it herself,
taking her time, and she wants to empower you to do
the same. Whether you rent or own, want to add a
colour pop or do a total home makeover, this is your
essential guide.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Laura Higginson
Pub Date: 6 March 2025
224 Pages • 246 x 189

Interiors influencer Kate Rose Morgan (@kate_rose_morgan) is creating her colourful dream
home in Essex, England, where she lives with her husband and three children. Sharing her
room-by-room transformations online, she has built a community of over 500k colour
enthusiasts who love her maximalist minimalism, pastel aesthetic and playful style. Dopamine
Décor is her first book.

https://www.instagram.com/kate_rose_morgan/
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DIWALI
Renu Bhardwaj

Easy recipes, quick crafts and family-friendly
activities to make your Diwali magic.

Create lasting family memories as you celebrate
Diwali this year.

With recipes to create the perfect Diwali feast, simple
crafts to do with your children and low-budget ways
to decorate your house, this is everything you need
to bring together the ultimate Diwali celebration.

With beautiful photography throughout, recipes
include Samosa Chaat, Chilli Paneer and Nani’s
Creamy Kheer as well as ideas for edible gifts such as
Coconut Ladoo, Chocolate Peda and Rangoli Sugar
Cookies. Step-by-step guides to creating homemade
diyas and paper garlands will enable the whole family
to get involved as you decorate your house for Diwali.
And with handy checklists and countdown calendars,
this is a book you will come back to year after year.Imprint: Pop Press

Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 15 August 2024
192 Pages • 190 x 140

Rights Sold: 
 US & Canada (Andrews McMeel Publishing)

Renu Bhardwaj is an Education Guidance Advisor who shares recipes with her online
following of 132k (@hey_renu). Born in Manchester and now based in Scotland with her
husband and two children, Renu’s passion is in creating affordable, delicious meals for busy
families. Her warmest childhood memories are of her mother’s kitchen, the air rich with the
aroma of homemade Indian dishes. As someone who has struggled to find suitable books to
introduce her own children to Diwali, she hopes this book will be a helpful tool for families for
years to come.

https://www.instagram.com/hey_renu/
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Colourful
Iris Apfel

A style icon's legacy book for a devoted international
following. For lovers of The Fashion Book, Louis Vuitton
Catwalk, Vivienne Westwood Catwalk, The Creative Act and
The Warmth of the Heart Prevents the Body From Rusting.

This is not a book of secrets – I have no secrets. Sorry to
disappoint if that’s what you’re looking for. I have some good
stories though. And a few ideas. This book is about living,
creating and colour. Because creativity and colour matter. I
don’t want you to dress like me or think like me – that’s not
the idea of this book. I want you to find the colours,
confidence and creative inspiration that reflect you. My life
has been filled with love, wonder and a very deep, incurable
curiosity. This book is my treasure trove of inspiration,
influences and ideas: My source. Be brave. Find your source.
What makes you happy?

Much love, Iris x

'A force of nature.' - Tommy Hilfiger
 'One of the industry’s oldest tastemakers.' - Vogue

 'It has been an honour to know and to learn from Iris.' -
Ruvén Afanador

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Laura Higginson
Pub Date: 22 August 2024
288 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold: 
 French (Hachette Livre)

 German (Prestel, PRH Germany)
Polish (Wydawnictwo Filo)

 Spanish (Editorial Planeta, SA)
 US & Canada (Harry N Abrams

Inc)

Iris Apfel (@iris.apfel) is the renowned American businesswoman, interior designer, fashion
icon and a prolific collector of and authority on antique textiles. In 1950 she founded Old
World Weavers with her husband Carl, an international textile manufacturing company
specializing in reproducing antique fabrics. She was a consultant to the White House during
nine presidential administrations and produced fabric that still hangs in the Gold Room
today. In 2005, the Costume Institute at the Metropolitan Museum of Art staged Rara Avis, a
blockbuster exhibit of her clothing and accessories, making her the first living person who
was not a fashion designer to be so honored. In 2014, she was the subject of director Albert
Maysles' award-winning film Iris. An associate professor at the University of Texas, she is the
recipient of numerous awards, including a special award from the Women Together
Foundation at the United Nations for her lifelong dedication and support of artisans around
the world. In 2018, at the age of 96, she was the oldest person to be turned into a Barbie doll.
In 2023, at the age of 102, Iris wrote Colorful, to be published on her 103rd birthday.

https://www.instagram.com/iris.apfel/
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How to Wear Everything
Kay Barron

From the Fashion Director of NET-A-PORTER, a
timeless and essential guide to dressing for
everywhere and everything.

How to Wear Everything is a celebration of clothes; of
wearing what works for you, despite what the trends
say; of finding that ever-elusive perfect pair of jeans.

Alongside words of wisdom from fashion icons
including Sarah Jessica Parker, Jodie Turner Smith,
Law Roach, Monica Bellucci and Sofia Richie Grange,
NET-A-PORTER's Fashion Director Kay Barron shares in
the simplest - sometimes most brutally honest - of
terms the expertise she has gleaned from over two
decades in the fashion industry.

With practical advice on how to dress for every
occasion, find the right fit and care for your clothes
and accessories, it strips away the façade of the
fashion industry to reveal its best-kept secret: getting
dressed is not that hard.Imprint: Michael Joseph

Editor: Jillian Taylor
Pub Date: 29 August 2024
320 Pages • 240 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 French (Marabout)

 Romanian (Act si Politon)
 US & Canada (Chronicle Books)

Kay Barron is the Fashion Director of NET-A-PORTER as well as the presenter of NET-A-
PORTER's popular ‘Style SOS’ YouTube series and the host of the Incredible Women podcast.
She has worked in fashion features for The Face, Grazia and Vogue, and was the Fashion
Features Director of Harper's Bazaar and PORTER magazine. A former fashion journalist, she
has written extensively for Vogue, The Gentlewoman, AnOther, The Times, the Financial Times and
more, and she has consulted for international brands. How to Wear Everything is her first book.

15
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The Chanel Style Principles
Be inspired, transform how you dress

Discover how to bring the iconic principles of Chanel to
your everyday wardrobe.

With chapters covering Chanel's iconic rules of simplicity,
elegance and comfort, nautical, monochrome and, of course,
the little black dress, this handy little book is all you need to
bring casual-chic sophistication to your everyday wardrobe. 

Accompanied by photography throughout, included in these
pages are the achievable, timeless and classic looks that you
can recreate at home as well as the rules to keep in mind, so
that the way you dress can always be inspired by one of the
world's most iconic fashion designers.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 12 October 2023
192 Pages • 190 x 140

The Dior Style Principles
Be inspired, transform how you dress

This is an essential companion for the fashion-forward and
fans of Christian Dior.

Learn how to create achievable and timeless Dior-inspired
ensembles using your existing wardrobe by following these ten
style principles. From how to work bold prints into your daily
outfits and picking the skirt length that suits you best to
establishing that one 'wow' piece to impress, this practical look
book shows you how to dress like you've been styled by one of
the world's best-known fashion designers.

Along the way, also discover everything you also need to know
about the classic French fashion creator, and discover how to
bring the iconic principles of Dior to your everyday wardrobe.

Rights Sold: French (Editions Larousse), German (Prestel, PRH Germany),
Italian (Gruppo Mondadori, Rizzoli Libri S.p.A), US & Canada (Simon &
Schuster)

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 14 March 2024
192 Pages • 190 x 140 Rights Sold: French (Editions Larousse), US & Canada (Simon & Schuster)
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The Gucci Style Principles
Be inspired, transform how you dress

Bring the iconic principles of Gucci's fashion to your
everyday outfits.

Bring the defining principles of Gucci's style to your own
wardrobe with this celebration of one of the world's most
renowned fashion houses. From channelling the superbrand
with your beauty choices, finding your inner extrovert in the
clothes you choose, and even bringing the influence of the
house's equestrian beginnings into your streetwear - this is an
essential handbook for going Gucci, your way.

Including the stories, history and personalities who have
defined a legacy like no other, there's no better companion for
fans of Gucci.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 10 October 2024
192 Pages • 190 x 140

The Louis Vuitton Style Principles
Be inspired, transform how you dress

This is a must-read for any admirers of the impeccable style of Louis Vuitton.

Be inspired by the 10 defining principles that have made Louis Vuitton the global fashion
leader it is today. From the label's must-have looks to the trends its roster of influential
designers started on its global catwalks, discover how to elevate existing pieces in your closet
and carefully select new ones, to take your outfits to the next level.

Covering the history and stories behind this iconic fashion house, as well as step-by-step
instructions, graphics and photo inspiration, this guide will help you to bring the iconic
principles of Louis Vuitton to your everyday outfits.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 6 March 2025
192 Pages • 190 x 140

Hannah Rogers is the assistant fashion editor at The Times (London), covering whatever is
capturing the zeitgeist, specialising in trends, fashion, red carpet, and celebrity. She also
styles celebrity portraits for The Times Magazine. She has a degree in Anthropology &
Sociology from Durham University and an MA in Fashion Journalism from Central Saint
Martins. 
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BOWIE: His Style Principles
Be inspired to dress out of this world

Natalie Hammond
Revolutionise your wardrobe with the simple
style principles of a global fashion icon.

Dress out of this world every day.

Taking inspiration from Bowie's most memorable
looks and personas, sprinkle a little stardust on your
wardrobe and learn how to bring the show-stopping
style of this global icon into your outfits every day.

With ten simple principles, you can embody the
androgynous energy of Aladdin Sane, stun with the
shapes and colour of Ziggy, master the monochrome
shades of The Thin White Duke and more.

Perfect for fans of the   Little Book of Fashion series,
David Bowie: IS, How to be Parisian and Bowie Style, this
handy guide has everything you need to know about
the history and fashion legacy of the man who fell to
Earth.Imprint: Pop Press

Editor: Samantha Crisp
Pub Date: 15 August 2024
192 Pages • 190 x 143

Natalie Hammond is the senior fashion news editor at Grazia. She previously worked on the
fashion desk at The Times, and her writing has appeared in publications including The
Telegraph, The Financial Times, Port and Gal Dem. 
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Reframing Blackness In Western Art
Alayo Akinkugbe

Reframing Blackness is a ground breaking
publication that will challenge the way Blackness
and art are perceived.

An original and wide-ranging riposte to the current
understanding of Blackness in Western art and
museums, from a rising star.

From the African diaspora to Ancient Egypt and
Western art, Blackness has been distinctly missing
from discussions of art history. In Reframing
Blackness, art historian Alayo Akinkugbe challenges
this void, bringing it into the mainstream and
interrogating its consequences on culture, society
and education.

Alayo explores the presentation of Black figures in
western Art, Blackness in museums, contemporary
art from Africa and its diaspora and Blackness in the
curriculum. This is a book that will unveil a long
buried but integral part of our collective art history
and start a much needed conversation.

Accessible and incredibly refreshing, Reframing
Blackness tells the history of art as it's never been told
before.

Imprint:  Merky Books
Editor: Helen Conford
Pub Date: 20 March 2025
256 Pages • 129 × 198 

Alayo Akinkugbe graduated from the University of Cambridge with a BA in History of Art in
2021 and she is the founder of @ABlackHistoryOfArt on Instagram, a platform which
showcases emerging and overlooked Black artists, sitters, curators and thinkers from art
history and today. She recently worked on the curatorial team of the groundbreaking
exhibition In the Black Fantastic, at the Hayward Gallery. She contributed to the book, African
Artists: From 1882 to Now and has also written for various arts publications.

https://www.instagram.com/ablackhistoryofart/
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Lessons for Young Artists
David Gentleman

A master hands over his tools in this generous,
gentle book of artistic advice.

We are all artists as children, painting and drawing
each day. Most of us stop when we get older—but
David Gentleman kept going. For over ninety years he
has been drawing, painting, engraving and printing;
rising to become one of Britain’s best known and
most loved artists. His watercolours have filled
galleries; his iconic woodcuts are emblazoned across
posters, book jackets and train stations; his stamps
have made their way to the furthest corners of the
world.

Here, the great, polymathic artist and craftsman
shares what he has learned over the course of a
lifetime of making and thinking about art. Unlike his
contemporaries, Gentleman was never a teacher; his
lessons are a sequence of unconventional prompts
and reflections that will deepen your relationship
with your art, and with the world around you. 

Sincere, practical and unpretentious, Gentleman’s
insights are a breath of fresh air. Here are new ways
to focus, notice the world, and cultivate your own
style; techniques to evolve your work, from playing
with time to painting in bad weather; methods for
getting the most out of mistakes and negative
criticism; and, above all, reminders to return, always,
to the simple delights of creativity.  

With lush illustrations, anecdotes, and explanations
of how he made some of his most famous work, this
is a unique guide to the nature and practice of art-
making which will encourage and inspire artists
young and old.

Imprint: Particular Books
Editor: Chloe Currens
Pub Date: 6 March 2025
160 Pages • 129  x 198 

David Gentleman is a painter and printmaker, working in many mediums. His work is held in
many major galleries, including Tate, the V&A and the British Museum. He has designed
British postage stamps and coins, and the platform-length mural at Charing Cross on the
underground. His studio is at the top of an early Victorian house in Camden Town between
the crowded, rackety Camden Lock and the green spaces of Regent's Park and Primrose Hill.
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Growing
The power of living and nurturing with the seasons

Ramona Jones
Find a sense of calm and escapism through
gardening, from neurodivergent content creator
and BBC talent Ramona Jones (720k+ followers)

A holistic take on gardening that insightfully draws
connections between green spaces, neurodiversity
and mental well-being. This is Monty Don’s The
Complete Gardener for a new generation of growers
who are as passionate about protecting nature as
they are growing beautiful and delicious things. For
readers who loved Wintering by Katherine May,
escaped into The Farm Table by Julius Roberts and
were inspired by the visual feast of The Art of Home by
Shea McGee.

In Growing, Ramona Jones pulls together practical
advice alongside seasonal diary-style essays that
reflect on the symbiotic relationship between us and
the land, sharing the emotional learnings that she
gleans from connecting with nature through each
season: the reawakening of Spring that reaps the
rewards of work done in the Summer and Autumn,
the still of Winter teaching us that rest is an essential
part of life. Each seasonal section includes thematic
features, such as no-mow May and keeping animals,
together with practical advice on jobs to tackle at that
time of year.  

Mona’s core message of “keep growing and keep
going” teaches us that there is no failure, only growth
and shows us that connecting with nature can
provide so much more than the fruits of our labour,
with valuable life lessons around surrendering
control, embracing mess and practicing patience.

Imprint:  Ebury
Editor: Emily Brickell, Laura Higginson
Pub Date: 6 March 2025
256 pages • 246 x 189

Ramona Jones (@monalogue) is a neurodivergent content creator from Somerset who
documents life from her 250-year-old cottage to an audience of over 1 million followers. Her
content promotes a sense of escapism and calm through gardens and slow living, particularly
for other neurodivergent individuals. Ramona has been featured on Buzzfeed, Insider, Bored
Panda, The Independent and The National Autistic Society. She has featured on BBC Gardeners'
World and BBC Radio Bristol, outlining the importance of recognising autism in women and
non-binary people.

https://www.instagram.com/monalogue/?hl=en
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Gardeners' World: The Flower Thesaurus
Pairings and Plant Ideas for the Creative Gardener

Liz Potter
From trusted BBC brand Gardeners’ World comes
The Flower Thesaurus – a delightful compendium
filled with beautiful and creative combinations of
flowers and foliage that will grow well together
and bring your garden to life all year round.

The Flower Thesaurus is your one-stop source of
planting ideas and inspiration.

Chapter by chapter, you’ll find a collection of
colourful plant choices that are suitable wherever
you garden, and whatever the size of your outdoor
space. Whether you’re taming an overgrown plot,
putting your own stamp on a mature and established
one or creating a new garden from scratch, there are
hundreds of exciting plant combinations that will
harmonise, contrast, clash or provide a pop of vibrant
accent colour to bring your pots, beds and borders to
life.

With all the plants arranged in colour-themed
chapters, organised by their main season of interest,
it’s easy to dip in and find the exact right plant for the
right place at the right time.

Imprint: BBC Books
Editor: Nell Warner, Phoebe Lindsay
Pub Date: 6 March 2025
288 Pages • 216 x 153

Liz Potter is a journalist with 30+ years’ magazine experience and a passion for gardening.
She is the former Editor of Garden Answers and Executive Editor of RHS Magazine, The Garden.
Liz currently freelances for BBC Gardeners' World, Garden News and The Garden.
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Spanish Garden
Monty Don, Photographs by Derry Moore

Based on his new BBC travel series, best-selling
author Monty Don takes us on a personal journey
through the gardens and green spaces of Spain.

For over a decade, Monty Don has travelled the
world, using gardens and green spaces to get under
the skin of our most beloved cities and countries.
Many of his destinations were well-known to him. For
his latest journey, though, he explored Spain as a
relative newcomer - and he kept a detailed diary of
his travels.

Starting in Madrid and working his way north through
the verdant gardens of Galicia, the Basque country
and Barcelona, Monty then heads south to the
rugged tropical climes of Mallorca, Alicante,
Andalucia, Malaga, and Seville. It's a chance for him
to explore how Spain has evolved from the darker
days after the civil war to its successful transition to
democracy over fifty years ago, tracing those changes
through its gardens - from the more conventional
gardens created after the war to the rich and
inventive approaches of contemporary designers.

Accompanied by Derry Moore's stunning
photography, Spanish Garden is a remarkable and
personal journey through one of the most popular
country destinations on earth.

Imprint:  BBC Books
Editor: Celine Nyssens
Pub Date: 7 November 2024
288 Pages • 262 x 250

Monty Don O.B.E. (@themontydon) is the UK's leading garden writer and broadcaster. He has
been lead presenter of Gardeners' World since 2003 and since 2011 the programme has come
from his own garden, Longmeadow, in Herefordshire. He has written a weekly gardening
column for the Daily Mail since 2004, and published over 20 books, including the best-sellers
Down to Earth, Nigel: My Family and Other Dogs, and My Garden World. Japanese Gardens, his
book with Derry Moore, was shortlisted for the Edward Stanford Travel Writing Award.

Also by Monty Don:

The Complete Gardener

Venetian Gardens

The Gardening Book

https://www.instagram.com/themontydon/
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A Year in a Small Garden
Creating a Beautiful Garden in Any Space
Frances Tophill

Follow rising star Frances Tophill as she creates a
beautiful small garden from scratch and learn how to
recreate it at home.

A Year in a Small Garden follows Frances Tophill as she
creates her new garden in a terraced house in Devon.
Working in a small space, the book documents her journey
to bring life to her garden, including tips and tricks for you to
achieve similar results in whatever spaces you have at
home. 

The book is structured around the stages of building her
small garden, and branches out to include small community
gardens Frances works with, as well as projects to create in
small spaces at home - with a focus on growing food and
planting in a sustainable, environmentally friendly way. 

Featuring new photography shot throughout the year, as
well as Frances's own journal and garden notebooks, this
book will not only give you an insight into Frances' journey
creating her first garden - but will help you create a
beautiful, productive, garden at home.

Imprint: BBC Books
Editor: Phoebe Lindsley
Pub Date: 25 April 2024
256 Pages • 246 x 189

Frances Tophill is a British horticulturist, conservationist, author, and television presenter
known for her contributions to Love Your Garden and Gardeners' World. She studied for a
bachelor's degree in horticulture with plantsmanship from the Scottish Agricultural College
and Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh. A Year in A Small Garden is her sixth book. In June 2022,
her first show-garden won a platinum medal and best in show at Gardeners' World Live at the
NEC in Birmingham. Frances also works with the Royal Horticultural Society's Campaign for
School Gardening to promote gardening to young people, and is a keen quilter and amateur
potter.
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Following the Moon
James Norbury

An inspiring tale of friendship, life, death, change
and loss featuring new characters, from the
global best-selling author of Big Panda and Tiny
Dragon.

James Norbury's most moving story yet: a beautifully
illustrated tale of an orphaned puppy lost in the
woods who falls under the protection of an aged,
dying wolf, setting off an improbable and impossible
adventure together – to follow the moon. As they
make their way through day and night in a wintery
landscape, James expertly weaves a broader tapestry
of spiritual reflections on rebirth, the transience of
beauty, acceptance, resilience and self-sacrifice.

With all the hallmarks of James’s beautiful artwork
and storytelling power, this new book has a level of
emotional and philosophical depth that goes even
further than his previous books, to produce
something as moving as The Lion King and as
profound as The Alchemist.

Imprint:  Michael Joseph
Editor: Daniel Bunyard
Pub Date: 19 September 2024
176 pages • 230  x 189

Rights Sold: 
 Dutch (Fontaine Uitgevers)

 German (Goldmann, PRH Germany)
Greek (Dioptra Publishing)
Spanish (VR Editoras)

 US & Canada (William Morrow,
HarperCollins)

James Norbury is an artist, author and illustrator with a love of nature and animals. James
was born in the Forest of Dean and he's spent most of his life writing and drawing. He studied
Zoology at university and after graduating he moved to Ireland. From there he travelled
around the UK living in Newcastle, Swansea and Cheltenam, some of the time living on a
narrowboat. James now lives back in Swansea with his wife and their seven cats. He
volunteers with his local Cats Protection.

Also by James Norbury:

Big Panda and Tiny Dragon

The Journey

The Cat Who Taught Zen



ILLUSTRATION & GIFT

Dear Moon
Zayneb Haleem

A beautifully illustrated inspirational collection of
quotes for Muslim readers.

Reflect and be inspired by this beautiful collection of
illustrations, accompanied by prompts and quotes from the
Qur'an. 

In this stunning illustrated book from artist Zayneb Haleem
comes a visually moving companion for Muslim readers.
Combining scenes and words, this thoughtful book
encourages you to celebrate how far you have come,
appreciate where you are right now, and celebrate the
potential path that lies ahead of you.

With quotes from the Qur'an woven throughout and
prompts to help set you in the right direction, this is a
celebration of our own wonderfully individual journeys.

Bringing Zayneb's unique, soft and atmospheric style to the
page, Dear Moon is a gift for a lifetime that can be cherished
by those of all ages.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 5 December 2024
128 Pages • 212  x 189

Zayneb Haleem is a hugely popular illustrator who shares her work on Instagram at
@idotdoodle. She is beloved for her soft artistic style that she pairs with powerful messages,
which leave people feeling inspired, thoughtful and hopefuly. Often drawing from her Muslim
heritage, her artwork is also a celebration of Islam and the Muslim community around the
world.

https://www.instagram.com/idotdoodle/


ILLUSTRATION & GIFT

The Gift
Lucy Dunbar

A charming collection of beautifully hand drawn short
stories and watercolour illustrations making a
thoughtful and inspiring gift for loved ones that
promises to brighten their day.  Perfect for fans of James
Norbury’s Big Panda and Tiny Dragon, The Journey and The
Cat Who Taught Zen. 

For Lucy Dunbar, Christmas is everything – a magical time of
hope, togetherness, family, love – and, in her art, she seeks
to capture that magic in every line and brushstroke.

From celebrating the kindness of strangers and
commemorating loss to reflections on the passing of time
and the beginning of opportunities as the old year becomes
new, Lucy’s work combines beautiful artwork with words
that speak to the heart.

In this, her first book, she’ll be drawing together a range of
her most popular artwork, framing it within a series of
intertwined short stories, to create an irresistible and
perennially appealing gift.

This is James Norbury meets Raymond Brigg’s The Snowman
with a touch of Love, Actually...!

Imprint: Michael Joseph
Editor: Daniel Bunyard
Pub Date: 14 November 2024
176 Pages • 230  x 189

Lucy Dunbar (@lucyclaireillustration) is an illustrator and designer based in Oxfordshire who
came to prominence by honouring the likes of Queen Elizabeth II and Matthew Perry with art
drawn from behind, always leaving the story open for her viewers to interpret for themselves.

Having been diagnosed with type 1 diabetes in her early twenties, Lucy temporarily lost her
sight. After she’d regained it, she made a promise to herself to draw every day. From that
commitment, came her hugely popular online success. She now has an established and fast-
growing social media following with 331k followers on Instagram. This is her first book.

https://www.instagram.com/lucyclaireillustration/
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Into the Taylor-Verse
Taylor Swift’s Songwriting Journey

Satu Hämeenaho-Fox
A gorgeously illustrated treasure trove of facts,
stories and references that explore Taylor Swift’s
journey, Into the Taylor-Verse the story of how her
life and art have grown from one song to the next
and celebrate the genius of her songwriting skills.

An appreciation of Taylor Swift’s lyrics and life, fully
illustrated with colour line drawings, explaining
Taylor’s life story by exploring the creative power of
her song writing and how this has developed over
time, using themes inspired by the albums.

From highlighting the perennial themes of girlhood,
heartbreak and female friendships to focusing on
Taylor’s mastering of her craft and musical
expression, her tour, her fans and her position as a
businesswoman reclaiming her work, this book will
be the book for all Swifties, existing and new, with an
impeccable BookTok/Instagram-friendly package that
is perfect for showing other Swifties on-the-go as well
as sitting beautifully among the special edition
Taylor’s Version vinyls.

Imprint: Bantam
Editor: Stephanie Duncan
Pub Date: 23 May 2024
272 Pages • 190 x 140

Rights Sold: 
 Bulgarian (BARD Publishing House)

Croatian (Rockmark d.o.o.)
 French (Éditions Gallimard)

German (Prestel) 
 Polish (Media Rodzina Publishers)

 Spanish (Penguin Random House Grupo
Editorial S.A.U)

 US & Canada (Simon Element, Simon &
Schuster)

Satu Hämeenaho-Fox is a Fearless-era Swiftie and author of books about culture. She has
written books about many people whose artistry and/or clothes she likes, including Taylor
Swift, Harry Styles, Zendaya and Lady Gaga. She has also written several children’s books on
art and fashion history for New York’s Metropolitan Museum of Art. She is the co-founder of
the Swiftian Theory newsletter.
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Designing Terry Pratchett’s Discworld
Paul Kidby

A beautifully illustrated, full colour book giving
insight into the inspirations behind Terry
Pratchett's Discworld.

Designing Terry Pratchett’s Discworld will explore the
artistic influences behind the creative genesis of the
Discworld and its art. 

This book will shine a light on the influences and
inspirations behind some of the Discworld’s most
iconic imagery, the collaboration between author and
artist, and show how real-world art, music, and
culture fed into and became part of the world of this
iconic, internationally best-selling series.

Imprint: Doubleday
Editor: Kirsty Dunseath
Pub Date: 7 November 2024
192 Pages • 246 x 189

Paul Kidby is best known for being the 'artist of choice' for Sir Terry Pratchett. Paul started
working with Terry in 1993 and has designed the Discworld book jackets since 2002. He has
illustrated many Discworld publications including The Art of Discworld, best-selling The Last
Hero and the Terry Pratchett's Discworld Imaginarium. In 2019 he illustrated Good Omens,
written by Terry Pratchett and Neil Gaiman.



POP CULTURE

Sleepless in Sangria
60 romcom cocktails you’ll fall in love with

Pop Press
Fall in love with this heart-warming collection of
60 romcom inspired cocktails.

Shake up your next film night with Sleepless in
Sangria. A charming cocktail book bringing the magic
of romantic comedies to your glass with 60 delicious
recipes inspired by your favourite movies.

From ’10 Things I Hate About Woo Woo’ to ‘When
Harry Met Daquiri’, each recipe captures the essence
of the most iconic romcom moments, adding a
nostalgic twist to your next night in. Whether you’re a
fan of beloved classics like ‘There’s Something about
(Bloody) Mary’ or crave a slightly more modern sip on
‘Crazy Shandy Love’, this book has a drink for every
romcom obsessive.

With gorgeous illustrations, easy-to-follow
instructions and a romcom checklist included at the
back, this loveable gift book has the cocktail meet
cute you’ve been waiting for.

Imprint: Pop Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 8 August 2024
160 Pages • 176  x 126



POP CULTURE

How To Watch Football
62 Rules for Understanding the Beautiful Game, On and Off the Pitch 

TIFO The Athletic

EXTRA TIME! Now with even more rules.

A pithy, funny - and newly updated - guide to
football, from one of the world's best-loved
football media outlets with 1.5 million+
subscribers.

Yes, football is about stars, goals and glory. But it's
also about the intense calculations and movements
being made by the twenty-one other players on the
pitch. It's about the ticking clock, and the bellowing
fans, and their impact on player psychology. It's
about the coach, the club owner, and the director of
football, who are watching, scouting and scheming
from the side-lines. It's about money and data, about
geopolitics and architecture, and even about climate
change.

Football is the most popular sport in the world, and
Tifo Football is one of the world's most popular
football channels. In this short, illustrated guide, its
creators share sixty-two simple 'rules' for
understanding and enjoying the beautiful game-both
on and off the pitch.

Covering the key concepts, tactics and philosophies
that are shaping the sport today, How to Watch
Football reveals surprising new perspectives on
familiar elements of gameplay, while highlighting
lesser-known aspects of the industry and its history.

Following a cup-winning first season with over 30,000
copies sold, this new edition will have exciting bonus
material - ten new rules, and an afterword explaining
how to start your own football club.

Imprint: Particular Books
Editor: Chloe Currens
New release with updated content: 
 6 July 2024
224 Pages • 150 x 170

Rights Sold: 
French (Hugo  Publishing)

With well over 1.5 million subscribers and 100 million annual views, Tifo Football is one of the
world's best-loved football media outlets. Launched in 2016 to provide intelligent, illustrated
analysis of the sport, it is widely regarded as a trusted source of information and insight, with
videos and podcast episodes regularly explaining basics, busting myths, and sharing
surprising new findings with fans. It is part of The Athletic, who provide unrivalled football
insight and coverage across a range of formats from written to video and audio. 
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GRAPHIC FICTION & NON-FICTION

This Beautiful, Ridiculous City
Kay Sohini

A visually elaborate graphic memoir; a
homecoming in reverse.

This Beautiful, Ridiculous City is about moving across
the world to escape a deeply abusive relationship,
about recovering one’s memories from
fragmentation through writing, about finding one’s
way home through food, and about New York
through an immigrant perspective. 

It uses the personal as a window into gendered
abuse and its effect on memory, as well as into
cultural imperialism, migration, liminality and
assimilation. It is also about the implications of
deeply loving and calling a place home where you
are, on some level, always seen as foreign and Other. 

Kay’s work cleverly integrates text and images and
explores social inequality pertaining to gender,
citizenship and class in an incredibly emotive
manner, and yet intentionally focuses on finding joy,
to make room for the other, brighter halves of
immigrant lives that signal new beginnings,
possibilities and hopes.

Imprint: Jonathan Cape
Editor: Dan Franklin
Pub Date: 30 January 2025
176 Pages • 240 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 US & Canada (Ten Speed Press, Random

House Inc)

Kay Sohini (@kaysohini) is a comics maker based in New York. She has a PhD from Stony
Brook University, where she drew her doctoral dissertation, Drawing Unbelonging, as a comic.
The project was supported by a generous grant from the Mellon Foundation and the
American Council of Learned Society. Her work has been published in the Nib, Studies in
Comics, Graphic Mundi's Covid Chronicles and INKS among others.

https://www.instagram.com/kaysohini/
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Blue Sky Through The Window Of A Moving Car
A Comics Collection

Jordan Bolton

Powerful visual poetry exploring the reality of
what it means to be human - from Instagram
phenomenon, artist Jordan Bolton.

Most of life is made up of  mundane moments on
ordinary days. Every moment, every good day, bad
day and average day, had to happen, exactly the way
that it did for you to exist. Everything that made you,
connects us all in small, invisible and beautiful ways.

This first comic collection  from artist  Jordan  Bolton
explores the fleeting details that unite
us.  Jordan  brings together the visual language of
comics with  the heartfelt language
of  poetry,  to  express moments of love and
heartbreak,  embarrassment  and shame, hope and
disappointment, grief and happiness. Including new
and unseen comics, the book transitions from
outside to inside, public to private, through a
sequence of disarmingly relatable experiences.

Everything is ordinary. 
 Everything is extraordinary. 

Everything is connected.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Laura Higginson
Pub Date: 7 November 2024
128 Pages • 190 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 Chinese Simplified (China South Booky

Culture Media)
 US & Canada (Andrews McMeel Publishing)

Jordan Bolton (@jordanbolton) is an artist from Manchester, UK. He started out creating
posters for local poetry and music events before turning professional as a graphic designer,
progressing to film posters and book covers with clients including Netflix, Expedia, and Rizzoli.

https://www.instagram.com/jordanboltondesign/
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The Russian Detective
Based on the nineteenth-century bestseller

Carol Adlam
A stunning detective story from the winner of the
World Illustration Award

In this stunning reimagining of a nineteenth-century
Russian crime thriller from the world of Dostoevsky,
Carol Adlam presents Charlie Fox, stunt journalist,
magician, liar and thief, who reluctantly returns to
her hometown of Nowheregrad to investigate the
murder of Elena Ruslanova, daughter of a fabulously
wealthy glass manufacturer.

In Nowheregrad Charlie finds herself caught up in a
multi-layered story that is told through the richly
varied visual devices of the time. With the unwitting
assistance of her lover, Netochka, Charlie unravels
the mystery of the Bobrov family, only to face the
truth about herself.

Exquisitely drawn and compellingly told, Adlam's
complex, elegant narrative brings to life the lost
legacies of early crime fiction and the first women
journalists and detectives.

Imprint: Jonathan Cape
Editor: Dan Franklin
Pub Date: 7 March 2024
112 Pages • 297 x 210

Carol Adlam holds a PhD in Russian and an MA in Illustration from the Cambridge School of
Art. She won a World Illustration Award in 2018, and was shortlisted in both 2016 and 2015.
She was a writer-in-residence at the University of St Andrews in 2020 and a Visiting Fellow at
the University of Cambridge in 2021. Carol lives in Nottingham with her wife.



GRAPHIC FICTION & NON-FICTION

Dear Historian
Joff Winterhart

A dual character study of two contrasting women
at different stages in their lives, but with some
surprising affinities.

Septuagenarian historian and university professor
Margaret Crypt is being courted by the history-
orientated TV production company Giant Past TV &
Media - the brainchild-cum-vanity-project of
ubiquitous and extravagantly pony-tailed self-made
TV historian Allan Hands. 

As Margaret is drawn somewhat reluctantly into the
world of television production, she forms a tentative
bond with Lucy, a young producer several decades
Margaret's junior. Both women are facing difficulties
in their respective lives - Lucy recently heartbroken
by a her long-term fiancé, Margaret grieving for her
older sister (her best friend and housemate for the
last 30 years). 

Though Margaret instinctively shuns any prospect of
the conventional lure of appearing on television, she
begins to show rather more interest on learning that
the potential programme could be a means to
funding further research into her particular passion -
the life and work of an obscure 17th century
embalmer, doctor and poet named John Witham
Preece… 

Looking at themes such as unlikely friendships,
positive and negative solitudes, ageism, the nature of
the introvert, anti-careerism, the cult of personality,
graveyards in the rain, bad knees...Dear Historian is
an irreverent and wonderfully witty novel in graphic
form.

Imprint: Jonathan Cape
Editor: Dan Franklin
Pub Date: 24 July 2025
128 Pages • 250 x 250

Rights Sold: 
 French (Editions çà et là)

Joff Winterhart is an illustrator and film-maker and plays drums in his band, Bucky. He lives
in Bristol, where he walks his greyhound, Peep-Peep. He is the author of Days of the Bagnold
Summer, which was shortlisted for the 2012 Costa Award for Best Novel.



GRAPHIC FICTION & NON-FICTION

Aristotle’s Cuttlefish
Matthew Dooley

Aristotle’s Cuttlefish is the follow up to Flake. Set
in the same fictional north west town of
Dobbiston, Aristotle’s Cuttlefish is story of grief,
unlikely friendship and lost property.

Mr Daniels is a solitary type, though not entirely by
choice. By day he works in the Dobbiston County
Council’s Lost Property Office. He works alone, filing
and categorising the myriad of lost objects in his own
idiosyncratic style. 

We meet Toby on the morning of his first day at the
Council on work experience. Whilst he was meant to
be shadowing Ben from accounts, there’s been an
admin mix up. With no other options Toby is
reluctantly sent to the basement and the Lost
Property Office. At first the non plussed Toby is
shown how to log new lost items and file them away
in the office. It is only when Toby asks what happens
to those things that are never collected that Mr
Daniels gestures towards the storeroom door. As it
turns out, those things left for more than six months
have something of an interesting fate. 

Imprint: Jonathan Cape
Editor: Dan Franklin
Pub Date: 24 April 2025
176 Pages • 240 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 French (Presque lune éditions)

Matthew Dooley won the Observer Graphic Short Story Prize and his debut FLAKE, published
by Cape in 2020, went on to win the Wodehouse Bollinger Prize, the first time for a graphic
novel. It was also a Guardian Book of the Year. Matthew works in the House of Commons.

Also by Matthew Dooley:
Flake



GRAPHIC FICTION & NON-FICTION

The Crystal Vase
Astrid Goldsmith

The Crystal Vase is based on a true story: the death in
2015 of Astrid Goldsmith’s paternal grandmother,
Gisela—a cousin of Anne Frank who escaped
Germany in 1939—and the comedy of errors which
accompanied the organisation of her Jewish funeral
service in Freiburg, in the heart of Germany’s Black
Forest.

Structured in seven chapters, each named after one
of the seven stages of grief, The Crystal Vase examines
how family mythologies are formed and reformed
over time—all in the fraught setting of a funeral and
its aftermath, as the family argue over Gisela’s
possessions and age-old tensions rise to the surface.

With echoes of Posy Simmonds and a rich cast of
characters—from Frau Katz, the despotic ruler of the
Freiburg synagogue to Peter, Astrid’s mad intellectual
uncle—The Crystal Vase will be a funny, plangent and
sometimes outrageous story, from a future star
graphic novelist.

Imprint:  Jonathan Cape
Editor: Hannah Westland
Pub Date: 5 June 2025
176 Pages • 240 x 170

Astrid Goldsmith (@mockduckstudios) is a stop-motion animator and writer-director who
lives in Folkestone, England. Her graphic short story, A Funeral in Freiburg, upon which her
forthcoming debut full-length graphic novel The Crystal Vase is based, was selected as the
winner of the 2022 Observer/Jonathan Cape prize by a panel of judges including Alison
Bechdel. Former Jonathan Cape Publisher and graphic novels expert Dan Franklin called it one
of the best entries the competition has ever seen.

https://www.instagram.com/mockduckstudios/?hl=en
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Ottolenghi COMFORT
Yotam Ottolenghi and Helen Goh

Ottolenghi’s first major cookbook since the era-defining
Ottolenghi SIMPLE and Ottolenghi FLAVOUR. With over 100
evocative, irresistible recipes alongside stories of
childhood and home.

This is comfort food, Ottolenghi-style.

In his much-anticipated new book, Yotam Ottolenghi brings
his inspiring, flavour-forward approach to comfort cooking,
delivering new classics that taste of home.

A bowl of pasta becomes Caramelised Onion Orecchiette
with Hazelnuts & Crispy Sage, a warming soup is Cheesy
Bread Soup with Savoy Cabbage & Cavolo Nero, and a plate
of mash is transformed into Garlicky Aligot Potato with
Leeks & Thyme.

Weaving memories of childhood and travel with over 100
irresistible recipes, Ottolenghi COMFORT is a celebration of
food and home – of the connections we make as we cook,
and pass on from generation to generation.

Ebury Press • Emily Brickell
320 Pages • 270 x 195
5 September 2024

Rights Sold: 
 Danish (Lindhardt & Ringhof)

 Brazilian Portuguese (Companhia
das Letras)

 Dutch (Fontaine Uitgevers)
 French (Hachette Livre)

 German (Dorling Kindersley
Verlag)

 Polish (Wydawnictwo Filo)
Spanish (PRH Spain)

Yotam Ottolenghi (@ottolenghi) is the restaurateur and chef-patron of the six London-based
Ottolenghi delis, as well as the NOPI and ROVI restaurants. He is the author of eight best-
selling and multi-award-winning cookery books. Yotam has been a weekly columnist for the
Saturday Guardian for over thirteen years and is a regular contributor to the New York Times.
His championing of vegetables, as well as ingredients once seen as 'exotic', has led to what
some call 'The Ottolenghi effect'. This is shorthand for the creation of a meal which is full of
colour, flavour, bounty and sunshine.

Helen Goh (@helen_goh_bakes) was born in Malaysia and migrated with her family to
Australia at the age of ten. After studying psychology, she became head pasty chef at a
landmark Melbourne restaurant before moving to London, and joining Ottolenghi. Co-author
with Yotam of the best-selling baking book Sweet, she has worked closely with him in recipe
development for over 10 years, drawing widely on Asian, Western and Middle Eastern
influences in her cooking. Helen is also a successful food columnist whose recipes appear in
the Sydney Morning Herald, Guardian and Observer. 

Also by 
Yotam Ottolenghi: 

Jerusalem

Ottolenghi SIMPLE

Ottolenghi FLAVOUR

https://www.instagram.com/ottolenghi/
https://www.instagram.com/helen_goh_bakes/
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Dinner
120 vegan and vegetarian recipes for the most important meal of the day

Meera Sodha

The best-selling, multi-award winning, author of
East, Fresh India and Made in India, Meera Sodha,
is back with her much anticipated fourth book,
Dinner

From the best-selling author of East, Fresh India and
Made in India comes an irresistible answer to the
question: what’s for dinner?

Discover 100 vibrant, easy-to-make vegetarian and
vegan recipes for mains, sides and desserts,
including:

Whole roast cauliflower pilaf with almonds
and pistachios
Fennel and dill dal
Miso aubergines with salt and vinegar cavalo
nero
Asparagus and cashew thoran
Kimchi tofu and carrot salad
Coconut and cardamom dreamcake
Bubble Tea ice cream

From quick-cook recipes to one-pan wonders and
delectable dishes you can bung in the oven and leave
to look after themselves, Dinner is the essential
companion for the most important meal of the day.

Imprint:  Fig Tree
Editor: Helen Garnons-Williams
Pub Date: 1 August 2024
336 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold: 
 Dutch (Fontaine Uitgevers)

Spanish (Alfaomega)
 US & Canada (Flatiron Books, Macmillan

US)

Meera Sodha (@meerasodha) is a cook and a food writer, renowned for her Asian-inspired,
meat-free recipes. She writes the Guardian's weekly 'The New Vegan' column, and is the
author of three best-selling cookbooks: Made in India, Fresh India and East. She cooks, writes
and lives in London with her husband and daughter.

Also by Meera Sodha:

Made in India

Fresh India

EAST

https://www.instagram.com/meerasodha/
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In For Dinner
Rosie Kellett

100 recipes inspired by communal living that
show us how we can enjoy vibrant, delicious and
enjoyable meals while being sustainable, both
financially and environmentally.

The best meals are always the ones we share, which
is why Rosie Kellett has created 100 delicious recipes
inspired by seasonal ingredients to bring people
together.

Rosie Kellett lives in a communal warehouse where
each person puts £25 into a pot every week towards
a shared grocery bill. With that money, Rosie and her
housemates create mouth-watering, nutritious and
budget-friendly meals inspired by the fresh
ingredients each season brings for them  to share all
week long. It's a cooking ethos that minimises food
waste, prioritises local ingredients and turns ordinary
meals into social occasions. Each recipe is a
testament to how we can enjoy delicious food with a
low carbon footprint on a sustainable budget, and
how everything tastes even better when shared with
others.

Discover inspiring recipes for every occasion from
breakfasts such as Sourdough Pancakes with
Seasonal Fruits and Flaked Almonds and Caramelised
Banana Loaf, to savoury mains like Citrus Mackerel
Spaghetti, and Roasted Carrot, Cumin and Coconut
Soup with Coriander Salsa, and 'cakies' to enjoy after
your meal like Lemon and Passionfruit Party Pavlova.
Either cook once and easily save portions for later or
turn meals into special moments by gathering your
friends and loved ones around the table.

Imprint: Square Peg
Editor: Marianne Tatepo
Pub Date: 1 May 2025
304 Pages • 246  x 189

Rights Sold: 
 US & Canada (Clarkson Potter, Random

House Inc)

Rosie Kellett (@rosiekellett) started her career as an actress, but always had a deep love of
food and worked in the restaurant industry alongside her acting work at several places,
including E5 Bakehouse, where she was inspired by their seasonal approach to cooking. In
2023, she took to the internet to share her love of food, launching a supper club and a best-
selling Substack newsletter and going viral on social media with videos of her beautiful dishes
and inspiring communal lifestyle.  In For Dinner is her first book.

https://www.instagram.com/rosiekellett/
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Cooking Fast and Slow
Natalia Rudin

Hearty, satisfying plant-based recipes that take
everyday ingredients and elevate them to
another level.

Cooking Fast and Slow combines the elegance of
Ottolenghi, the plant-based foundation of Deliciously
Ella and the ease of Mob Kitchen to create a new
must-have for every home cook. Drawing on her
experience as a personal chef and content creator
with 1m+ followers, Natalia delivers soul-nourishing,
comforting food no matter how much time you have
on your hands.

Organised by timeframe, expect prodigious pastas,
glorious grain bowls, ravishing roast veg, delicious
dips and much, much more.

Whether you can only snatch a few minutes to make
something quick and healthy, or have a whole
afternoon to make a nourishing feast, there is plenty
in Cooking Fast and Slow that’ll make your mind, your
body and your taste buds happier.

Imprint: Penguin Life
Editor: Amy McWalters
Pub Date: 22 May 2025
256 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold: 
 US & Canada (Ten Speed Press, Random

House Inc)

Natalia Rudin (@natsnourishments) has spent the last five years working as a personal chef
and trainer travelling the world to wherever her clients needed her. She launched her very
successful social media career in January 2023 and has gained over 1 million followers in just
over a year. Drawing on inspiration from her travels and years in the food industry, Natalia's
recipes elevate the everyday with simple ingredients and a chef's know-how.

51

https://www.instagram.com/natsnourishments/
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The Food For Life Cookbook
100+ Recipes created with ZOE

Tim Spector
The essential cookbook companion to gut-health
expert Tim Spector's #1 best-selling Food For Life.

In: 30 plants a week. Out: Calorie counting.
 In: Fermenting. Out: Ultra-processed foods.

But, how?

The Food For Life Cookbook takes the ground-breaking
guidance in Tim Spector's #1 best-selling guide to the
new science of eating well. In over 100 delicious and
achievable recipes created in collaboration with ZOE,
it shows just how easy, enjoyable and affordable it
can be to adapt to a gut-friendly way of eating.

Shaped by Tim's own experience of transforming the
way he eats, chapters include 15-minute meals, ideas
for eating well when the fridge looks bare, and
generous feasts and sweet treats for special
moments with friends. Packed with tips for increasing
plant diversity and science-based explanations for
the nutritional benefits of the ingredients and recipes
included, The Food For Life Cookbook is a must-have
for every gut-loving home.

Go with your gut. Join the food revolution.

Imprint:  Jonathan Cape
Editor: Jenny Dean
Pub Date: 10 October 2024
288 Pages • 246 x 189

Tim Spector, MD, is Professor of Epidemiology at King's College London. He is the best-selling
author of The Diet Myth, Spoon-Fed and Food for Life and scientific co-founder of ZOE, the
nutrition science company. With a focus on cutting-edge science and honoured with an OBE
for his impactful work in fighting Covid-19, Tim stands at the forefront of his field. The original
pioneer of microbiome research, he is among the top 100 most cited scientists in the world.

Also by Tim Spector:

The Diet Myth

Spoon-Fed

Food for Life
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How Not To Eat Ultra-Processed
Your 30-day plan for long-lasting healthier eating habits

Nichola Ludlam-Raine
From expert dietitian, Nichola Ludlam-Raine,
comes this simple, easy-to-follow 30-day plan for
reducing the ultra-processed foods in your diet.

We know we should eat fewer ultra-processed foods;
this book shows you how to do it.

Taking you through four weeks, each focused on a
different meal (snacks and drinks, breakfast, lunch
and dinner), Nichola equips you with the practical
ways you can make a huge difference to your diet
through small, achievable changes.

Along the way she also debunks the myths that
surround ultra-processed foods and provides
answers to the most commonly asked questions, to
help soothe anxiety around what you eat and enable
you to feel confident with what's on your plate,
wherever you are and whatever time of the day.

With recipes to get you started and a comprehensive
list of over 100 processed and ultra-processed foods,
ranked according to their nutritional benefits and
with guidance on how often you should eat them, this
is a necessary guide for anyone looking to eat
healthier and make a real change to their long-term
health.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 18 July 2024
272 pages • 221 x 142

A passionate and trusted voice, Nichola Ludlam-Raine (BSc hons, PG Dip, MSc) is a specialist
Registered Dietitian with over fifteen years of clinical experience working for the NHS as well
as privately. She shares inspiring content to over 100,000 followers on social media and has
appeared on TV multiple times - Nichola is a regular on BBC Breakfast, ITV Tonight and
Channel's 4 and 5, and regularly provides commentary to numerous tabloids and press
outlets. She advocates for a better relationship with food, so that others can build healthier
habits that lead to lasting change.
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Real Healthy
Melissa Hemsley 

Cut down on ultra-processed foods with this
practical book of easy, everyday recipes. 

Delicious, wholesome, life-friendly recipes to help
you eat well, every day.

Research has shown that that ultra-processed foods
have been linked to high blood sugar, heart disease
and other serious illnesses, yet many of us still rely
heavily on these foods.

We know that we should be cutting back on the
amount of UPFs in our diets, but in our busy lives,
they can be hard to avoid. In Real Healthy, Melissa
Hemsley provides simple and delicious recipes to
help you tackle those tricky problem areas –
breakfasts, on-the-go lunches, snacks and sweet
treats – as well as tips on what to look out for when
trying to avoid UPFs.

With recipes such as One-Pot Lazy Lasagne, Cherry
Bakewell Granola and Take-To-Work White Bean
Chilli, as well as meal plans and ideas to help you stay
on top of the week’s shopping, Real Healthy provides
easy and nourishing alternatives to help you cut back
on UPFs.

Melissa Hemsley (@melissa.hemsley) celebrates easy and affordable healthy food that
everyone can enjoy, as well as a more sustainable way of eating for everyone. She began her
food career as a private chef for international actors and bands, including Take That, and has
written and co-written five best-selling books, published internationally: The Art of Eating Well;
Good + Simple; Eat Happy, Eat Green, and Feel Good. 

Also by Melissa Hemsley:

Eat Happy 

Eat Green

Feel Good

Imprint:  Ebury Press 
Editor: Celia Palazzo 
Pub Date: 15 August 2024 
224 Pages • 246 x 189

https://www.instagram.com/melissa.hemsley/
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BRASIL
Ixta Belfrage

Bright, vibrant Brazilian food with Ixta Belfrage’s
signature style and flair. From the author of
MEZCLA and co-author of Ottolenghi FLAVOUR.

Brighten up your mealtimes with the flavours of
Brazil.

Best-selling author Ixta Belfrage has made a name
for herself as one of the most exciting young talents
in the food industry and in BRASIL, she brings all her
signature creativity and flair to the food of her
mother’s homeland.

With recipes such as Moqueca Fish Burgers and
Cassava, Coconut & Passion Fruit Cake, Ixta offers up
fresh takes on traditional Brazilian dishes, while
offering explanations and substitutions for any that
may be unfamiliar or tricky to find.

Sun-soaked and bursting with freshness, this is food
to excite and inspire.

Imprint:  Ebury Press
Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 19 June 2025
288 Pages • 246 x 189

Ixta Belfrage (@ixta.belfrage) spent her youth absorbing food traditions in Italy, Mexico and
Brazil. She began her culinary career at Ottolenghi's NOPI restaurant, before moving to the
Test Kitchen, where she worked for Yotam Ottolenghi for five years, contributing to his
columns in the Guardian and The New York Times. Ixta was Yotam's co-author on best-selling
Ottolenghi FLAVOUR (2020).

Also by Ixta Belfrage:

MEZCLA: Recipes to Excite

Ottolenghi: FLAVOUR

https://www.instagram.com/ixta.belfrage/
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Cooking with Nonna
Classic Italian recipes with a plant-based twist

Giuseppe Federici
Comforting and authentic Italian recipes with a
plant-based twist and the ultimate seal of
approval from Giuseppe’s Nonna, Marianna.

Giuseppe Federici is a second-generation British
Italian. Food and family have always been intertwined
and at the centre of Giuseppe's life. So, when he went
vegan, he needed to find a way to cook the flavours
of his family.

With the help of his Nonna, Giuseppe learned how to
make authentic Italian and Sicilian dishes, vegan-
style.

From Lasagna, Arancini, the Perfect Tomato Sauce,
Pasta Aglio Olio e Peperoncino, and even a Tiramisu,
Giuseppe shares 80 of his and Nonna's greatest
recipes in a beautiful cookbook which celebrates
rustic Italian home cooking and the joy of plant-based
eating, but also the power of family and how food
transcends generations and brings cultures together.Imprint:  Michael Joseph

Editor: Daniel Hurst
Pub Date: 15 August 2024
272 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold:
 German (DK Verlag)

Giuseppe Federici (@sepps) is a rising star whose rate of growth on social media is exciting.
In a remarkably short timespan, Giuseppe now has 850k combined followers across TikTok
and Instagram, has collaborated with major brands such as Uber Eats, hosted supper clubs,
and was crowned Digital Creator of the Year 2023 at the prestigious Fortnum and Mason Food
and Drink Awards. This is Giuseppe's first cookbook.

https://www.instagram.com/sepps/
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Craveable
All I Want To Eat

Seema Pankhania
A celebration of big flavours from all over the
world - cook adventurous, delicious and easy
meals every night of the week.

Seema Pankhania is in love with food: food that
dazzles and excites; food that spurs memory and
recalls a time or place in a single bite; food that
allows you to travel the world without leaving your
kitchen.

In Craveable, Seema’s highly anticipated first book,
she shares joyful, flavour-led dishes that are sure to
satisfy every mood and appetite. Inspired by her
travels and the food cravings we all share, Seema will
take you on a journey of fresh, comforting, salty,
sweet and celebratory meals.

Freeing you from the shackles of the recipe, Seema
will encourage you to make each dish your own -
giving you the freedom to break the rules and, most
importantly, play with your food and have fun in the
kitchen. Dishes include Bombay Fish Finger
Sandwiches, Pickled Jalapeno Mac n Cheese, Indian
Fried Chicken, Caramelised Honey and Zaatar Cheese
Toastie… and even a 30-Minute Emergency Birthday
Cake!

With Seema’s infectious sense of fun jumping out
from every page, and every recipe infused with her
voracious appetite for travel and big flavour, this is a
celebration of food in its purest form and a collection
truly delicious, accessible recipes that anyone can
make.

Imprint:  Penguin Adult
Editor: Daniel Hurst
Pub Date: 24 October 2024
272 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold: 
 US & Canada (Ten Speed Press, Random

House Inc)

Seema Pankhania (@seemagetsbaked) is a superstar food creator with over 1.2 million
followers and 24.3 million likes on TikTok. Seema began her career as a chef for the likes of
Gordon Ramsay's Lucky Cat. She then went on to be a food creator for MOB and from there
she created her own incredibly successful food platforms centred around joyful and
exuberant food, packed with flavour.

https://www.instagram.com/seemagetsbaked/
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One Pot, One Portion
Eleanor Wilkinson

Clear concept-led cookery from a platform which
has seen rapid growth in the past six months. For
fans of The Roasting Tin and Good Food Meals for
One.

In a culinary landscape that primarily caters for
couples, families, or larger groups, Eleanor Wilkinson
wants to give people who cook for themselves the
tools to make delicious food that doesn't take hours,
or leave you with a sinkful of washing up.

She believes that cooking for yourself is a huge act of
self-care; her aim is to bring the joy and excitement
back to the kitchen, showing solo cooks that they
don’t have to choose between eating leftovers for
three days straight or sticking to soup! 

Eleanor's recipes will also offer up potential
variations, substitutes or common ingredients
between the recipes, so that cooks can fight food
waste and make sure they are getting the most of
their ingredients, and their money.

With recipes such as a One Pot, One Portion Lasagne,
Chicken and Cottage Pie and an unforgettable Self-
Saucing Chocolate Mug Cake, cooking for one has
never tasted so good.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 11 July 2024
224 Pages • 240 x 170

Rights Sold: 
 Dutch (Fontaine Uitgevers)

 US & Canada (Clarkson Potter, Random
House Inc)

Eleanor Wilkinson (@eleanorgwilkinson) is a 27-year-old content creator and recipe
developer from East Yorkshire. Her love of food and cooking inspired her to start sharing
recipes on social media; her One Pot, One Portion series - recipes for people who cook, eat or
live alone, and are tired of washing up - have garnered millions of views on TikTok and a
community of nearly 600K people on Instagram. 

https://www.instagram.com/eleanorgwilkinson/
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The Green Cookbook
Easy Vegan & Vegetarian Dinners
Rukmini Iyer

Maximum flavour, minimum fuss from the creator of
the 1.75 million copy-selling ROASTING TIN series

75 all-new vegetarian and vegan recipes to help you get
delicious dinners on the table with Rukmini’s much-loved
approach to cooking with minimum fuss and maximum
flavour

Rukmini returns with recipes for easy weeknight dinners
that are packed with flavour, quick to make and low on
effort.

You’ll find speedy 15-minute meals that come together in
one pot or pan, ingenious recipes for dinner tonight and
lunch tomorrow, flavour-packed family-friendly recipes and
flexible batch-cooks to help you prepare for a busy week. As
the week comes to a close, you’ll also find big dishes and
light plates that are perfect for sharing with friends and
family at the weekend.

Half vegan, half gluten-free, always delicious.

Imprint: Square Peg
Editor: Marianne Tatepo
Pub Date: 6 June 2024
256 Pages • 245 x 167

Rights Sold: 
 Dutch (Gottmer Uitgevers)

Rukmini Iyer (@missminifer) is the best-selling author of the Roasting Tin series, selling over
1.75 million copies worldwide. They've transformed the cookery space in the UK, leading the
one-tin, one-pot and one-pan revolution, and remain firm favourites among fans of maximum-
flavour, minimum-hassle cooking. She grew up with the best of three food cultures: Bengali
and South Indian food from her parents' Indian heritage, along with classic British 80s mac and
cheese, sponge pudding, and cheese and pineapple on a stick.

Rukmini is a columnist for the Guardian and BBC Gardeners' World magazine, and writes for
numerous publications, including BBC Good Food magazine, Waitrose and Fortnum & Mason.
She strongly believes that making time to eat well - for oneself or for family dinners - is an
integral part of the day, and as a new mother with limited time but a good appetite, she's
passionate about helping other households cook great, minimum-effort dinners.

Also by Rukmini Iyer: 

The Roasting Tin

The Green Roasting Tin

India Express

https://www.instagram.com/missminifer/
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Soup for One
Maylasian-inspired cooking for the soul

Julie Lin
Delicious recipes and heartfelt tales of self-
discovery from Scottish-Malaysian chef and TV
presenter Julie Lin. Soup for One celebrates Julie’s
mixed heritage and encourages the home cook to
trust their instincts and thrive through food. 

'Season the dish until the ghost of our ancestors tells
us to stop'

  
More than a cookbook, Soup for One celebrates all
parts of Julie’s identity (Scottish, Chinese and
Malaysian) and sets out to nourish the reader with
heart-warming stories of food and self-discovery,
reminding everyone of the threads that tie us all
together.

  
Julie’s approach to cooking is unique and fresh, she
encourages you to test your palette, adjust recipes to
your liking and broaden your ideas of authenticity.
Rather than lengthy recipes and complex processes,
her agak-agak style is all about cooking with soul,
using intuition and common sense to create delicious
and accessible dishes with explosive flavours.

Recipes include: Lao gan ma cumin ground lamb
spaghetti, Gochuchang mac and cheese with dulse
breadcrumbs, Satay roasted chicken thighs with
peanut sauce, Crispy chilli egg mayo bagel with dill,
Singapore chilli crab, Venison char siu bao, Chocolate
soy sauce brownies, and Croissant bread and butter
pudding with mango cream and pistachios. 

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Nell Warner
Pub Date: 1 May 2025
288 Pages • 240 x 170

Julie Lin (@julielincooks) is a brilliant Scottish Malaysian chef, writer, TV presenter and
restauranteur. Julie has a successful restaurant in Glasgow – GaGa (named Best Restaurant in
Scotland in 2022 and Michelin recommended). Some of her recent work includes filming an
episode for the hugely popular Netflix series Somebody Feed Phil; she’s appeared on Saturday
Kitchen Live several times and was recently seen cooking for Judi Dench in a special Country
File. Julie has also contributed to publications such as the Guardian, Observer, BBC Food and
Vice.

https://www.instagram.com/julielincooks/
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Sweet
Alexina Anatole

Discover how to use sweet flavours to create
perfectly balanced desserts and savoury dishes.

Bringing together the best flavours and culinary
strategies from around the world, Alexina Anatole
will help you master sweetness - one flavour-
balancing technique at a time. Using ten ingredients
to teach you how to bring out the complexity of
different forms of sweetness - from brown sugar to
strawberries, bananas & plantain, pears, peaches,
dates & dried fruit, milk & honey, coconut and vanilla
- each recipe will expand your repertoire and open
the door to new worlds of deliciousness, using
sweetness to elevate the taste of everything you
make.

These 80 recipes include something to suit every
taste and occasion. Start with bold breakfasts
recipes, like Banana & Sesame Souffle Pancakes, or
Breakfast Croissant Pudding with Anise Pears; then
fill your day with little treats like Cranberry
Welschakes, Lemon & Honey Friands, and Toasted
ANZAC Biscuits and discover delicious chilled treats
like Tipsy White Peach & Basil Granitas, and Pear
Sorbets with Frozen Roquefort and Peach. 

Imprint:  Square Peg
Editor: Marianne Tatepo
Pub Date: 13 February 2025
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Alexina Anatole (@alexinaanatole) started her career on a trading floor in the City of London,
but an obsession with food was always present. In the last year of her twenties she decided
that she was finally ready to enter the TV show, MasterChef. Weeks of competing resulted in
her reaching the final of the 2021 season. The competition led her to realise that she might
actually have a talent for cooking but, more importantly, it helped her to better understand
her philosophy around food and flavour. Her debut cookbook Bitter was published in 2023.

Also by Alexina Anatole:

Bitter

https://www.instagram.com/alexinaanatole/
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Let's Cook
Buddy Oliver

Following in dad Jamie’s footsteps, Buddy Oliver’s
first cookbook is a joyful, inspiring, kid-friendly
resource for parents to buy and use with their
children.

Featuring 60 exciting recipes for flavour-packed
dishes that are fun to make and delicious to tuck into,
this book will encourage kids into the kitchen to start
finding confidence with food and cooking.

With Buddy's help, your children can build their
kitchen skills, get to know lots of lovely ingredients
and sail through the recipes with ease. Discover
brilliant breakfasts, handy lunchbox ideas, family
meals, speedy snacks, delicious puds, party treats
and plenty more. Every recipe will have a photo and
the book will be full of extra tips, tricks, hacks and
step-by-steps to make sure everything is super
achievable.

Imprint:  Michael Joseph
Editor: Ione Walder
Pub Date: 4 July 2024
220 pages • 246 x 189

Buddy Oliver has grown up with a front row seat learning how to make – and eat! – great
tasting food from his dad Jamie Oliver. He has been helping out in the kitchen since he was
three years old, and is now following in his dad’s footsteps, teaching other kids how to cook
for themselves, their friends and their families, via his social media platforms and in his first
TV cooking series Cooking Buddies, which will launch on UK TV later this year.
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Cook Once, Eat Twice
Nadiya's ultimate guide to getting the most out of your
time spent in the kitchen, to accompany her BBC2
primetime series.

Cook Once, Eat Twice is all about delicious convenience,
showing how to get ahead in the kitchen by cooking more
efficiently. Nadiya shares a host of creative timesavers,
including trusty batch-cooking ideas, clever ways to spin
leftovers into new meals, and simple baked treats that are
easy to store. 

With recipes such as Cheese and Lamb Samosas, Toad in the
Hole Burgers and a freezer-friendly Lemon Sherbet Loaf,
Nadiya shows how easy it is to stretch your meals, reduce your
waste and make life simpler.Imprint: Michael Joseph

Editor: Ione Walder
Pub Date: 12 September 2024
256 pages • 246 x 189

Nadiya's Ramadan Cookbook
More than 60 recipes tailored for the holy month of
Ramadan, from everyone's beloved Nadiya Hussain.

Nadiya returns with her brilliant and delicious recipes in this
beautiful Ramadan Cookbook, which is tailored to help you
make tasty, filling and celebratory meals throughout Ramadan. 

From perfectly balanced suhoor recipes that set you up for a
whole day of fasting, to delicious iftar meals that are everything
you want them to be after waiting all day, and, not least,
celebratory dishes for Eid al-Fitr, Nadiya's Ramadan Cookbook
covers everything you need to sustain the fasting hours.

Imprint: Michael Joseph
Editor: Ione Walder
Pub Date: 30 January 2025
192 pages • 230 x 189

Since winning 2015's Great British Bake Off in a finale watched by over 13 million viewers,
Nadiya Hussain (@nadiyajhussain) has become a national treasure. She has presented many
of her own BBC2 cookery series to great acclaim, with episodes reaching on average 1.9
million viewers each week. Her next cookery series, Cook Once, Eat Twice, will air on BBC2 later
this year, accompanied by her brand-new TV tie-in cookbook.

https://www.instagram.com/nadiyajhussain/
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The Ramadan Family Cookbook
80 recipes for enjoying with loved ones

Anisa Karolia
No-fuss, tasty meals for your family at Ramadan

This collection of 80 delicious recipes has you and
your family covered for Ramadan. With dishes that
everyone will enjoy, it includes chapters focused on
making cooking easy, quick and even healthy.

Whether you're looking to cook ahead and make a
batch recipe that will see you through the week, or
rustle up something nutritious after sunset, there's
something for everyone in this beautifully
photographed cookbook.

Example chapters and recipes include:

One Pot Wonders (Masala Prawns & Rice,
Easy Dahl with Chapati)
Make It Healthier (Grilled Chipotle Chicken
Skewers, Lemon & Herb Cod Parcels)
Crowd-Pleasing Bites (Lamb Samosas, Veggie
Paneer Spring Rolls)
Bake It Easy (Rose & Pistachio Shortbread,
Orange & Almond Loaf)
Drinks (Mango Lassi, Coconut and Chocolate
Milkshake)

Imprint:  Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 18 January 2024
192 Pages • 240 x 170

Anisa Karolia (@anisagrams) is one of the UK's most popular Muslim food bloggers, sharing
all of her favourite authentic recipes since 2015. She has a community of over 240,000
followers worldwide and was a British Muslim Award winner for Online Personality of the Year
in 2023. Through her various platforms, Anisa's mission is to share quick and easy recipes,
and she especially loves to share those all-time family favourites that she enjoyed growing up
with.

Also by Anisa Karolia:

The Ramadan Cookbook   

https://www.instagram.com/anisagrams/
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Mob One
Ben Lebus and MOB

A new book from MOB - the massive online
platform with multiple best-selling cookbooks -
featuring simple, tasty recipes that can all be
made in one pan, pot or bowl.

One pan? No problem.

This is a game-changing cookbook that’ll save you on
more than just washing up. Rammed with one-pan,
one-pot and one-bowl recipes, these dishes are easy,
affordable and – above all else – undeniably delicious
to eat.

MOB have created over a hundred recipes for you to
check out, enjoy and make for your loved ones,
including an easy-as-it-gets Sweet Potato Laksa Soup
with fresh toppings, a triple ‘ch’ traybake with
chicken, chickpeas and chorizo, a vegetarian
spaghetti that manages to taste exactly like buffalo
wings and a coffee-roasted Pork Belly to whip out on
special occasions.

Includes chapters on Easy Ones; Speedy Ones; Fancy
Ones and Slow Ones, so you can quickly find exactly
the recipe you need, any night of the week.

Imprint:  Ebury Press
Editor: Emily Brickell
Pub Date: 31 October 2024
256 Pages • 246 x 189

MOB (@mob) is the dynamic collective of chefs and creators that boasts almost 2 million
online followers. Headed up by Ben Lebus, MOB is known for championing tasty, easy,
affordable food and diverse culinary talent.

Also by Mob:

Mob 6

https://www.instagram.com/mob/
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Moreish
Hearty, healthy recipes, made with plants

Christina Soteriou
100 recipes from Christina Soteriou, the plant-
based foodie with a rapidly-growing online
platform of 320k followers. For fans of Deliciously
Ella, Meera Sodha and Ottolenghi FLAVOUR.

Plant-based food for people who love to eat.

The debut cookbook from chef-influencer Christina
Soteriou, the plant-based powerhouse with over
300k followers. Filled with 100 simple, tasty and
nutritious recipes to be enjoyed by everyone, these
are hearty meals that ramp up the flavour in every
bite.

With influences from Christina's Cypriot roots, expect
nourishing, vibrant food, such as Creamy Butterbean
Pasta, Spicy Mushroom Skewers with Peanut Lime
Sauce, Harissa Tomato Couscous, Lemony Sunflower
Seed Labneh and a Garlic Butter Dough Ball Loaf.

Always fresh and healthy, with tips for making sure
your meals are packed with protein and nutrients - as
well as being totally delicious.

Imprint:  Ebury Press
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Pub Date: 16 January 2025
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Christina Soteriou (@christinasots) is a vegan chef, recipe developer and creator of a plant-
based platform with over 300k followers (formerly known as Bunch). As well as delicious plant-
based recipes, she is passionate about encouraging you to reduce your food waste, eat
seasonally and feel inspired and empowered to make amazing food.

https://www.instagram.com/christinasots/
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There’s a Soup for That
Theresa von Wangenheim

Bold and colourful book of soups matched to your
mood. For customers who bought Good Food’s
Soups & Sides and LEON’s Happy Soups.

A bold and beautiful book of soups, tailored to suit
your soup-making mood.

Making soup is always a good idea and with chapters
for Emotional Support Soups, Soups For When You
Just Can’t, Soup as Medicine and Soups to Impress,
this is truly soup for every situation.

Ticking all the budget-friendly, healthy and easy
boxes that we look for in everyday cooking, There’s a
Soup for That takes a colourful and fun approach to
soup, offering fresh takes on perennially popular
favourites.

With a photo for every recipe and basic recipes for
simple broths and easy toppings, this book will raise
your soup-making game to the next level.Imprint: Ebury Press

Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 8 August 2024
192 Pages • 190 x 170

Theresa von Wangenheim is a German-American creative who lives and works between
London and Munich. Initially sharing recipes on Instagram alongside her day job, she saw the
project take on a life of its own after a collaboration with M Missoni. Since then, she's been
featured in Vogue UK, The Sunday Times Style, on Mob, and continues to grow her engaged
Instagram following @sssssoupsssss.

https://www.instagram.com/sssssoupsssss/
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Bored of Lunch Healthy Slow Cooker: Even Easier
Easy, healthy slow cooker recipes with as little as five-
minutes hands-on time, from instant best-selling
sensation Bored of Lunch.

All new 'even easier' slow cooker recipes to enjoy delicious,
healthy and budget-friendly food every day. From Nathan
Anthony, the home cook with over 3 million followers, comes
another book of recipes to transform your weeknight cooking.
Filled with all your favourite fakeaways, pastas, pies, soups
and curries, as well as a whole chapter on meal prep recipes,
you will be amazed what you can make in a slow cooker.

Here are recipes with hardly any prep, fewer ingredients and
clever time-saving tips, making it a must-have for any busy
home-cook. Every recipe is 500 calories or under, providing a
hassle-free way to enjoy lighter versions of your family
favourites.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 4 January 2024
192 Pages • 245 x 167

Bored of Lunch: The Healthy Air Fryer Book: 30 Minute Meals

Quick, easy and healthy air fryer recipes from instant best-
selling sensation Bored of Lunch.

All NEW super-speedy, calorie-counted air fryer recipes so you
can have delicious, healthy food on the table in 30 minutes or
less. From Nathan Anthony, author of three instant no.1 best-
sellers, comes a brand new book of quick, easy and healthy
recipes for your air fryer.

With dishes ready in 30 minutes or less (including prep time!),
this is effortless cooking to maximise flavour while minimising
cooking time. Every recipe is calorie counted, so you can have
lighter versions of your favourites dishes on the table in just
half an hour, making mealtimes and life that bit easier.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 11 March 2024
192 Pages • 245 x 167

Nathan Anthony (@boredoflunch) is the record-breaking and no.1 best-selling author and
creator of hit food platform Bored of Lunch. His books have sold in 7 markets – US
(Sourcebooks), Germany (Sudwest (PRH Germany)), Netherlands (Kosmos), Denmark (Legind),
Sweden (Tukan), Norway (H Aschehoug) and Greece (Minoas). Nathan is a Northern Irish
home cook who set up his food blog during lockdown to get people cooking, eating healthier
and give them something to focus on during the pandemic. Initially aimed at busy
professionals, his platforms have quickly grown to an online community of 4m+ including
those working from home, busy parents and those who want quick, calorie-controlled
recipes. 

https://www.instagram.com/boredoflunch/
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How to Make Anything in an Air Fryer
100 quick, easy and delicious recipes

Hayley Dean
Make all your favourites in your air fryer - 100
recipes that are quick, easy and full of flavour

Next mealtime, use your air fryer!

From breakfasts and brunches to speedy lunches,
healthy dinners to sweets and snacks, this cookbook
shows you how to cook all your favourite dishes in
your air fryer. With recipes including everyday
favourites as well as exciting new dishes - you'll never
go back to your oven.

Whether you're looking to save time, money and
energy - or simply want some inspiration for what to
cook next - you'll find something that suits what
you're looking for in this comprehensive cookbook.

With photography throughout, this is an easy-to-use
cookbook for making the most of your new favourite
kitchen gadget.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Ru Merritt
Pub Date: 23 November 2023
224 Pages • 246 x 189

Rights Sold: 
 French (Hachette Pratique)

Hayley Dean has been obsessed with cooking for as long as she can remember, and her
focus has always been on tasty recipes made easy. With a young family, she knows how
difficult it can be to eat well when you have less time, and so for the past 6 years she's been
sharing her quick & easy recipes online. You can find her, and the delicious food she makes,
on Instagram @hayleys.world.

https://www.instagram.com/hayleys.world/
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The Vegan Air Fryer
Quick & easy, healthy meals

Niki Webster
Quick, healthy, energy-saving meals - including
family friendly 10-minute recipes, cakes and
bread. Fulfilling a need, this is the market-leading
cookbook that people who want to eat vegan
have been waiting for.

Healthy eating made simple. This quick-and-easy
cookbook makes healthy meal prep, and eating more
veg, effortless.

Everyone will love these delicious, vibrant breakfasts,
snacks, lunches, dinners, bakes and desserts cooked
in your air fryer. If you’re new to vegan eating or have
just got an air fryer, this book is for you.

Find 70 plant-based recipes for beginners. Enjoy
cooking:

Easy breakfasts
Simple lunches & light bites
Super quick meals – ready in 15 minutes or
less
30-minute meals
Bread, cakes, cookies & desserts

Imprint:  Pop Press
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Rights Sold: 
 Danish (Legind)

 Hungarian (Gabo)
Swedish (Legind)

Niki Webster is an award-winning blogger, plant-based chef, food consultant, stylist and
photographer who celebrates the vibrancy, flavour and colour of vegetables. She launched
@rebelrecipes in 2015.

Also by Niki Webster:

Rainbow Bowls

https://www.instagram.com/rebelrecipes/


FOOD & DRINK

Easy Air Fryer Bakes
Cakes, cookies, bars, biscuits, breads & more, all made in your air fryer

Lucy Parissi

Easy Air Fryer Bakes is the definitive modern
baking book, demonstrationg that there’s an air
fryer treat for every occasion.

Discover the modern way to bake now and find your
answer to what you can use your air fryer for next . . .

Air fryer baking will save you time, money, stress and
the possibilities of what you can bake are endless.

With over 80 delicious recipes, Lucy Parissi, food
blogger and baking expert will show you how to
harness the power of baking in the air fryer and
achieve anything from pavlovas and celebration
cakes to decadent desserts, savoury bakes and even
bread.

Chocolate Chip Cookies
Cinnamon Apple Muffins
Chocolate Berry Gateaux
Macarons
Hot Cross Bun Loaf
Victoria Sponge
Sticky Toffee Pudding
Spanakopita Triangles
Herby Potato Bread

And so many more.

Imprint:  Michael Joseph
Editor: Daniel Hurst
Pub Date: 6 June 2024
232 Pages • 246 x  189

Rights Sold:
 Danish (Legind)

 Swedish (Legind)

Lucy Parissi (@supergolden88) is the writer, recipe developer, stylist and photographer
behind the blog supergoldenbakes.com. She grew up in Athens, Greece, where food and
cooking are fundamental to a happy life. Lucy moved to London aged 17, and quickly
expanded her culinary horizon. She has previously worked as a designer and Art Editor at
Dorling Kindersley, Quarto Publishing and Wine Magazine. She launched her blog in
December 2012 to share her passion for cooking and baking with the world, and has been
working on it full time since 2016.

https://www.instagram.com/supergolden88/


FOOD & DRINK

Tasty High Protein
Transform your diet with easy recipes under 600 calories

Fraser Reynolds
Easy, calorie-counted recipes from a cross-
platform nutrition coach with over 1.5m
followers. For fans of Joe Wicks, Scott Baptie, and
The Fitness Chef.

Fuss-free, filling and slimming food that everyone will
love.

PE teacher turned qualified nutrition coach, Fraser
Reynolds is on a mission to prove that a diet doesn't
have to be bland, boring or restrictive. Whether
you're looking to lose fat, gain muscle or reach your
macro targets, Fraser's food will help you achieve
your health and diet goals while eating the food you
love.

With 100 high-protein recipes including calorie
counts, nutritional information and barcodes to scan
your meals straight into your food tracking app, this
book is packed with delicious food for the whole
family.

Get stuck in to a comforting Dauphinoise Chicken Pie,
a punchy plate of Crispy Chilli Beef, a quick Crusted
Salmon Burger, or a Hearty Veggie Chilli all under 600
calories, including sides.

Imprint:  Ebury Press
Editor: Samantha Crisp
Pub Date: 28 December 2023
224 Pages • 246 x 189

Fraser Reynolds (@fraser_reynolds) PE teacher turned nutrition coach, is on a mission is to
prove that being on a diet doesn't have to be bland, boring or restrictive. With over 1.5 million
followers across social media, Fraser's simple high protein recipes have helped thousands to
achieve their health and diet goals while still eating the food they love. Fraser's recipes have
been featured by ALDI, Daily Mail, and The Sun

https://www.instagram.com/fraser__reynolds/


FOOD & DRINK

The Wine Flavour Guide
Pick the best wine for every occasion

Sam Caporn
Pick the best bottle for your palate every time
with this visual guide to understanding wine.

Do you love to have good wine, but feel unsure of
how to tell a Pinot from a Merlot? Do you every find
yourself wondering which option will suit your meal
best? The Wine Flavour Guide will teach you how to
pick the best bottle for every occasion. Internationally
recognised wine expert Sam Caporn is here to
demystify wine once and for all.

Discover how different wine-making processes
create flavour.
Find out how where a grows wine shapes its
taste
Decode labels to identify how a wine will taste
before you try it
Learn how to taste wine like a pro
Easily pair and food using intuitive advice

From Proseccos to Sauvignons, orange wines to
rosés, there's an endlessly fascinating world of wines
for you to explore, and The Wine Flavour Guide is your
chic and simple map to understanding your palate
and discovering delightful new favourites. 

Whether you're new to wine or a devoted
connoisseur, this book will help you elevate your
wine knowledge and think about flavour in a brand
new way with helpful infographics and tips for picking
an excellent bottle for every occasion at any price
point.

Imprint: Square Peg
Editor: Marianne Tatepo
Pub Date: 19 September 2024
320 Pages • 190 x 170

Sam Caporn is a wine expert who has written about wine and travelled the world extensively,
buying and blending wines for the UK market for over 20 years. In addition to being only one
of 414 people to hold the 'Master of Wine' qualification, she also holds the Madame Bollinger
Medal for Outstanding Achievement for her ability to identify wines based on smell and taste
alone. She runs wine tasting events and works as a consultant across the wine industry. She is
a regular judge for Which? magazine, co-chairs the International Wine Challenge and has
shared her wine expertise on Saturday Kitchen and This Morning.



FOOD & DRINK

Corker
A deeply unserious wine book

Hannah Crosbie
An approachable and informal guide to wine with
a clear concept, from new wine expert, Hannah
Crosbie. For fans of The 24-hour Wine Expert and
The Noble Rot Wine Book

From wine writer and TV presenter Hannah Crosbie,
Corker will become the go-to guide that matches wine
with life's important (and unimportant) events.

So much of what we drink and how we drink it is
rooted in occasion. What bottle do you buy the first
time you meet the in-laws? What do you order on a
date that’s going well? If it's not going well? What
should you drink on a plane? Pairing sage advice with
Hannah’s signature tongue-in-cheek humour, this is a
deeply unserious wine book that celebrates the joy of
everyday drinking.

Corker is a guide for wine novices staring nonplussed
at supermarket shelf, as well as wine lovers who
might already know their Chablis from their Chenin,
but still need some inspiration when picking the best
bottle for their budget and the occasion.

Imprint: Ebury Press
Editor: Celia Palazzo
Pub Date: 28 March 2024
192 Pages • 198 x 130

Hannah Crosbie (@hannahcrosb) is a wine personality and writer from Edinburgh, living in
London. Often referred to as 'The Nigella of Wine', she is the most exciting voice in wine
today. Her informed, albeit tongue-in-cheek approach creates a relaxed and refreshing space
to learn 'while-u-drink', demystifying the esoteric world of wine. She has appeared on Sunday
Brunch and writes about wine for a variety of publications, regularly contributing to Soho
House, Mob Kitchen, FRIEZE, Decanter, Courier, Refinery29 and Pipette Magazine.

https://www.instagram.com/hannahcrosb/


FOOD & DRINK

Fitwaffle's No-Bake Baking
Easy oven-free recipes including cheesecakes, traybakes and more

Eloise Head
100 no-bake recipes from best-selling author and
award-winning content creator Fitwaffle (more
than 13 million followers).

Star baker Fitwaffle brings you 100 delicious recipes
that don’t use an oven.

Who doesn’t love a no-bake? From cheesecakes, ice
cream and truffles to desserts made on the hob, in a
microwave and air fryer, none of these recipes need
you to turn on your oven.

You’ll find brand-new recipes using popular flavours,
as well as highly-requested fan favourites – many
with fewer than 5 ingredients – and one-tin options
to save on washing up. There are even no-bake
brownies, cookies and cakes, plus 10 savoury recipes
– so you’ll find something for everyone.

Includes: Triple Chocolate Mousse Cake, Very Berry
Cream Pie, Speculoos Millionaire’s Bars, White
Chocolate and Raspberry Cheesecake, Cookie Cups
for Two, White Chocolate Cheesecake Truffles, and
Peanut Caramel Fudge. 

Imprint:  Ebury Press
Editor: Emily Brickell
Pub Date: 14 March 2024
256 Pages • 246 x 189

Eloise Head, known online as (@fitwafflekitchen), has amassed a following of more than 14
million across her social media platforms with her fun, simple and indulgent bakes. A personal
trainer, turned food influencer, turned baker, Eloise's recipes inspire, spread joy and bring
people together through the love of delicious food. Eloise has a passion for fitness and
nutrition, resisting the idea that you can't enjoy the foods you love and stay healthy at the
same time. Her first book Fitwaffle's Baking It Easy, was a Sunday Times bestseller.

Also by Eloise Head: 

Baking it Easy

https://www.instagram.com/fitwafflekitchen/


Penguin Michael Joseph publishes some of the world’s most popular authors. We specialise 
in general fiction, crime, thriller, cookery, memoir and lifestyle books. Many of our authors 
are now, or soon will be, household names, here in the UK and around the world. We seek 
out the very best authors in their field and bring their books to the widest possible 
audience. We take an author’s vision and turn it into a beautiful book people can’t help but 
talk about. In a crowded market, our books shine.

GENERAL FICTION 

Marian Keyes, Jojo Moyes, Liane Moriarty, Lesley Pearse, Dawn French, Stephen Fry. Our 
novelists are recognised around the world as the finest storytellers anywhere. These are 
writers that readers come back to every year because, without fail, they tell entertaining, 
thrilling and, above all, enjoyable stories every single time. We sign up and launch only those 
debut novelists whose stories we believe the world will fall in love with. Whatever you’re 
interested in we have a bestselling author to spin you a bewitching tale.

CRIME FICTION 

Penguin Michael Joseph’s crime and thriller list is not stuffed with the usual suspects. Each 
and every one of our writers, has their own unique – and sometimes maverick – take on 
their field. Whether it is historical epics or action-packed adventures, missing-person cases 
or twisty psychological thrillers, our bestselling authors strive to bring something new to 
the genre.  You can count on us for gripping adventures from Clive Cussler to Gregg 
Hurwitz, Tim Weaver, C.J. Tudor, Gillian McAllister and Claire Douglas. 

NON-FICTION MEMOIR 

It could be the secrets behind the success of the already famous or it could be a newly 
discovered tale – either way, we turn our authors’ memoirs into memorable bestsellers. 
We only seek out people who’ve got a real story to tell, one that we believe readers are 
dying to hear and we help our authors connect with their audiences, hosting events up and 
down the country, where they can meet legions of fans, old and new. Dive into the worlds 
of names such as Stephen Fry, Daisy-May Cooper, Jeremy Clarkson and Raynor Winn.



COOKERY 

Penguin Michael Joseph has been home to the country’s bestselling cookery writer – Jamie 
Oliver – for over twenty years. As he has grown in stature so our list has swelled to include 
the brightest, freshest chefs, food writers and dieticians, helping us all to create scrumptious 
treats as well as eat healthily, cater for big occasions or cook family meals that cost just a 
few pennies. Our popular cookery authors include Nadiya Hussein, Amelia Freer and John 
Clark aka The Meal Prep King.

NON-FICTION LIFESTYLE 

When it comes to books about how we live, Penguin Michael Joseph has the best authors 
with the very best advice. Whether you’re seeking happiness through cleaning, wanting to 
feel energised and revitalised, looking for help with exercise or some style advice, or 
embarking on a full mindfulness regime, you’re only a few pages away from a healthier, 
happier you.  Our list of lifestyle books features confidence-boosting lifestyle hacks from Dr 
Julie, goal-getting tips from Roxie Nafousi and, of course, the unstoppable Queen of 
Clean, Mrs Hinch. 



We are storytellers 

Over the last 70 years we have launched and nurtured the careers of some of the best known 
names in books including Kate Atkinson, Dan Brown, Bill Bryson, Lee Child, Jilly Cooper, 
Stephen Hawking, Sophie Kinsella and Terry Pratchett. We have also published many of the 
bestselling debuts in each year of the past decade, such as Rachel Joyce’s The Unlikely 
Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, Terry Hayes’ I Am Pilgrim, Paula Hawkins’ The Girl on the Train, 
Ruth Jones’ Never Greener and Sarah Pearse’s The Sanatorium.

Doubleday 

Our literary and ideas-led imprint, Doubleday is home to prize-winners 
Kate Atkinson, Bill Bryson, Hallie Rubenhold (Baillie Gifford), Sue Black 
(Saltire), Sarah Jane-Blakemore (Royal Society Science Prize), John 
Boyne, Paula Hawkins, Rachel Joyce, Donal Ryan (Booker longlist x 2), 
Diane Setterfield, Maggie Shipstead (Booker shortlist, Women’s Prize 
longlist), Curtis Sittenfeld, and Markus Zusak.

Bantam 

Bantam is Transworld’s home of blockbusters. Bantam believes that 
reading can bring joy to everyone and anyone, and strives to reach the 
widest possible audience for the books on the list, guaranteeing 
entertainment, escapism and unforgettable stories. Bantam has an 
unparalleled reputation for launching bestselling debuts and building the 
biggest brands in the market. Bantam fiction spans from dark mysteries 
and thrillers that excite and surprise to irresistible romantic comedies, 
gripping sagas to uplifting and thought-provoking book-club novels. In 
non-fiction, Bantam publishes popular voices with an unmissable pitch, 
from the latest social media stars to wellbeing sensations. Bantam 
brings the adventure of popular history and sporting superheroes to 
life. Bantam finds the most original and exciting new voices and turns 
them into household names.

Torva

Torva is hardback imprint dedicated to non-fiction. Torva is the home 
for expert voices who reimagine the status quo, whether that means 
changing the way you work or challenging how the world works. From 
the UK and across the world, Torva authors will tackle big ideas head 
on, from geopolitics to science, business to personal development. 
Torva will be Transworld’s imprint for books which surprise and 
question, shift your mindset and readjust your world. The Torva name 
and logo were inspired by the Norse goddess of thunder, reflecting the 

Transworld books in paperback are published in Penguin.



World class writing. Beautiful design. Ideas that matter. 

We publish some of the world’s most thought-provoking, unforgettable, beautifully designed 
books – from contemporary trail blazers to our red-spine Vintage Classics. We’re not just 
publishers – we’re passionate book lovers, dedicated to creating beautiful books for people 
who love to read. 

The Bodley Head 

The Bodley Head is dedicated to agenda-setting non-fiction by 
our most original thinkers and gifted communicators: books to 
help us understand the world and bend it in a new direction. 
We publish global leaders and renowned dissidents, path-
breaking reporters and esteemed historians, Nobel Prize-
winning scientists and the voices and visionaries who will shape 
our future.

Jonathan Cape 

Where books break new ground. At Jonathan Cape our 
publishing has been setting trends for a century. Our carefully 
curated list, respected and admired across the globe, ranges 
from commercial to literary fiction, pioneering graphic novels to 
award-winning poetry, and rich non-fiction spanning memoir, 
nature writing and ground-breaking ideas books. 

Chatto & Windus 

The beauty and power of books. Chatto & Windus publish a 
wide range of fiction, non-fiction and poetry: books that will last 
and that are beautiful in form and content; that speak ideas; that 
are pure pleasure. We celebrate the power of excellent writing 
in everything we do, and strive to promote equality and honour 
the feminist commitment that has always run through our 
publishing.



Hogarth 

In 1917 Virginia and Leonard Woolf started The Hogarth Press 
from their Richmond home – Hogarth House – armed only 
with a hand press and a determination to publish the newest, 
most inspiring writing. Hogarth continues to be a home for a 
fresh generation of literary talent: an adventurous fiction 
imprint with an accent on the pleasures of storytelling and a 
broad awareness of the world.  

Square Peg 

Square Peg publishes 10 to 12 standout, contemporary non-
fiction books each year. Across a range of genres including 
trend-led narrative, humour and entertaining reference.  

Yellow Jersey 

Launched in 1998, Yellow Jersey Press has become synonymous 
with quality sports writing, covering all sports from the 
perspective of player, professional observer and passionate fan. 
Sport is about more than simple entertainment; it represents a 
determination to challenge and compete. It binds individuals 
with a common goal, and often reflects our experiences in the 
wider world. Yellow Jersey understands this as much as its 
readers. 

Harvill Secker 

Books that bring us together. At Harvill Secker we publish 
books that cross borders and genres. Our outlook is 
international and we’re proud of our range. We seek out the 
most exciting voices from the UK and around the world, 
inspired by our founders’ mission to ‘overcome the barriers 
between people.’



Vintage Classics 

A Classics list for 21st Century readers. Vintage Classics is 
home to some of the greatest writers and thinkers from 
around the world and across the ages. We bring you not just 
the books you already know and love – books that are a 
proud part of our legacy – but also those we rediscover and 
reintroduce; works that still capture imaginations, inspire new 
perspectives and incite curiosity.

Vintage Paperbacks

Vintage Paperbacks does things differently. It takes the literary 
gifts handed to it by its hardback colleagues and reimagines 
them – from cover and copy to the marketing and publicity 
campaign – for a paperback market. This makes it unique in 
UK publishing. 



Cornerstone publishes books that connect with people. We love discovering new voices, 
unearthing stories and taking them to new audiences. 

CENTURY 

Century publishes a list of bestselling fiction across a diverse range of 
genres from true crime to fantasy as well as one of the most well 
regarded list of commercial non-fiction. 

HUTCHINSON & HEINEMANN 

Hutchinson Heinemann is known for bestsellers, prize winners, for 
ground-breaking voices and original stories. Formerly two separate 
imprints, brought together in 2021, we are a culturally leading imprint 
and home to a range of writers, from the bestselling Robert Harris to 
the Pulitzer prize-winning Richard Powers, from the New York 
Times bestselling Lauren Groff to the Sunday Times bestselling Marc 
Morris. 

DEL REY 

Del Rey list is the science fiction and fantasy imprint at Penguin 
Random House, dedicated to publishing across a wide range of the 
very best in SF, fantasy and horror as well as cross-genre fiction. 



#MERKY BOOKS 

#Merky Books is an award-winning book publishing imprint founded in 
2018 by Stormzy and Penguin Random House UK in order to create a 
home for the stories that are far too often underrepresented in the 
world of publishing. #Merky Books publishes a wide variety of stories 
across non-fiction, fiction, poetry, and beyond. It is currently home to 
authors like Ramla Ali, Chelsea Kwakye, Ore Ogunbiyi, Rivers 
Solomon, Hafsa Zayyan, Monika Radojevic. Jude Yawson, and, winner 
of The Desmond Elliott Prize 2020, Derek Owusu. The programme 
also includes the #Merky Books New Writers’ Prize, an open 
submission competition to find news works across a range of genres. 

CORNERSTONE PRESS 

Cornerstone Press is a home for big ideas with practical applications, 
including smart thinking, politics, economics, psychology, business, self- 
development, health and lifestyle. Full of bold books that expand our 
thinking and improve the way we live, both individually and as a 
society. From the million–copy selling Atomic Habits by James Clear to 
the revolutionary Doughnut Economics by Kate Raworth, the power 
of Ikigai to the thrilling expose of The World for Sale by Javier Blas and 
Jack Farcy, these are books to help you build the foundations of your 
life, whether you’re looking to change your day to day patterns or 
understand the world in which you live.  



 

The non-fiction specialists of Penguin Random House, from memoir to self-help; from cookery to 
sport; from business to humour – Ebury covers almost every area of non-fiction. 

EBURY PRESS 

Ebury Press is one of the country’s most successful imprints dedicated 
to creating bestsellers in narrative and illustrated lists covering every 
genre from cookery, sport and gift to memoir, history and politics. 

BBC BOOKS 

BBC Books is the publisher of choice for titles relating to BBC 
programmes and personalities. Combining the editorial quality and 
integrity of the BBC with the award winning sales of Penguin Random 
House, we are the home of the best ideas and talent the BBC has to 
offer. 

EBURY PARTNERSHIPS 

Experts in brand publishing and partnerships. Ebury Partnerships work 
with a wealth of brands and authors across food and drink, health and 
museums and galleries, and entrepreneurs and business pioneers. 

VERMILION 

Established in 1990, Vermilion brings life-changing ideas, advice and 
inspiration to readers who don’t just want to live well but be their 
very best. We publish the most influential and passionate experts, 
thinkers and voices across a wide range of subjects to help readers 
find new ideas and spark change, including psychology, smart thinking, 
parenting, health and inspirational memoir. 
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RIDER 

Rider is the home of inspirational, life-affirming books that explore the 
universals of human experience. Our timeless books offer readers 
hope, healing and a better understanding of their place in the world. 

HAPPY PLACE BOOKS 

Launched with broadcaster and writer Fearne Cotton in 2021, Happy 
Place Books champions wellbeing talent and exciting new voices to 
share positive stories and ideas for happiness. 

WH ALLEN 

WH Allen publishes gripping writing by fascinating people on things 
that matter. Whether through provocative ideas or immersive stories, 
our prize-winning books engage readers and start conversations. 

POP PRESS 

Pop Press is the home of Ebury’s gift publishing, offering fun, beautiful 
and affordable books for everyone and all occasions. Our list includes 
humour, lifestyle, food and drink and wellbeing books to inspire, 
entertain, and capture the zeitgeist and the imagination of the young or 
young at heart. 

EBURY EDGE 

Harnessing talent from the worlds of management, leadership, 
productivity and sport, Ebury Edge publishes inspiring books to help 
readers optimise themselves and get ahead. 

WITNESS BOOKS 

Witness Books is dedicated to writers that turn an unflinching eye to 
our planet, and offer hope for those who want to make a difference. 
We are the publishing home for the next generation of nature writers, 
environmentalists, explorers, scientists, and campaigners who 
encourage us to see the world, and to make it better. 

EBURY SPOTLIGHT 

The home of entertainment publishing, focusing on the brightest talent 
to create standout, must-have books of the moment. 



 

PENGUIN GENERAL 

A broad church for anyone who is culturally inquisitive, Penguin General’s publishing 
unites an intelligent curiosity about the world around us, as well as a great love of 
storytelling. 

FIG TREE 

Fig Tree was founded in 2005 to publish well-written, narrative-driven, 
entertaining and occasionally provocative books that tap into the zeitgeist. Most 
of its readers and authors are women. As well as fiction, it also publishes 
history, art history, memoir, and beautifully designed and produced illustrated 
cookery titles. 

HAMISH HAMILTON 

Founded in 1931, Hamish Hamilton is one of Britain’s most distinguished 
literary lists. Publishing no more than 20 new titles a year, both fiction and non- 
fiction, and all points in between, Hamish Hamilton’s authors include Arundhati 
Roy, Noam Chomsky, Zadie Smith, W.G. Sebald, Ali Smith and Mohsin Hamid. 

VIKING 

Viking publishes fiction and non-fiction: books that combine brilliant writing 
with popular appeal, books that make headlines and books that will win prizes. 
It publishes current affairs, history, biography, memoir, economics, science, 
narrative non-fiction, music, art and sport with authors including John le Carré, 
Nick Hornby, Colm Tóibín, Michelle Obama, William Trevor and Nina Stibbe. 

PENGUIN BUSINESS 

Penguin Business is Penguin’s leading business imprint, publishing cutting-edge 
ideas in leadership, management, entrepreneurship, finance, innovation, 
professional skills, and narrative business. It publishes books that are packed full 
of practical advice to help you change the way you work and do business. Our 
bestselling, internationally renowned authors include Simon Sinek, Eric Ries, 
Seth Godin, John Doer, Oliver Shah and Don Tapscott. 

PENGUIN LIFE 

Launched in 2016, Penguin Life publishes health and lifestyle books by experts 
who share a passion for living well. From psychology and inspirational thinking, 
to fitness and parenting, they publish books to help you be the best you can be. 
Its authors include Ruby Wax, Dr Rangan Chatterjee and Meik Wiking. 

SANDYCOVE 

Covering the full spectrum of genres and markets, Sandycove is the leading 
Irish-based publishing imprint. Publishing no more than 20 new titles a year, we 
select, edit and promote each book with the love and care of a small press. 
Our list of bestsellers, prize-winners and new discoveries is unmatched, backed 
up by the immense resources of Penguin Random House 



 

Penguin Press comprises the flagship non-fiction imprint Allen Lane, the innovative Particular 
Books, the newly revitalised Pelican imprint and the world of Penguin Classics. 

ALLEN LANE 

In 1967 Penguin’s founder started a hardback imprint under his own name, 
Allen Lane. Allen Lane is now the leading publisher in the UK of bestselling 
serious non-fiction, setting the agenda in subjects including history, science, 
politics, economics, philosophy, psychology, language and current affairs. Its 
books are renowned for their quality and their originality of thought. 

PARTICULAR BOOKS 

By and for the particularly passionate, Particular Books began publishing in 
2009. Some of its authors are award-winners, some are bestsellers; all – 
artists, illustrators, map-makers, photographers, poets, scientists – express 
their consuming interests in distinctive ways that delight readers across the 
globe. 

PELICAN 

The Pelican imprint, originally founded in 1936 by Allen Lane, was relaunched 
in May 2014. It publishes accessible and intelligent books of lasting value 
about essential topics, from economics to evolution. As authoritative, 
democratic and approachable guides to intellectual subjects, written by 
leading experts and expert communicators, its introductions are the first 
books to turn to on any given topic. 

PENGUIN CLASSICS 

Penguin Classics represents the greatest repository of our shared cultural 
imagination and a treasure trove for readers. The series includes nearly 
3,000 of the greatest and most significant works written, spanning two-and-a- 
half millennia and representing every corner of the globe. The Modern 
Classics list - continually expanded with contemporary authors – is 
considered timeless. 




